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What Used to Make Jehovah’s Witnesses’ UN Prophecy Tracking Valid

1914 JW Ministerial Foundation Identifies World
Rulership Issue in Dual Kingdom Completions – 8th
Kingdom and Messianic Kingdom
The 1990 UN NGO Ministerial Diversion and the Final Apostasy Now
Operating at Bethel
What Used to Make Jehovah’s Witnesses’ Prophecy Tracking Unique

A Biblical Structure of Prophecy and It’s World Power History from National to Globalist
A feature of the earlier Jehovah’s witnesses’ Christian development of prophetic understanding that is unique and important is it’s structured
Kingdom of God theme upon proven prophetic fulfillment over centuries. T hat affirmable framework is backed by a historical sovereign
progression outlined in prophecy across the Bible from Genesis to Revelation. T hat Bible teaching ministry of Jehovah’s witnesses explained
formerly unfulfilled prophetic portions in modern terms of that time from 1914 to 1919 (League of Nations meaning of Revelation 13:11-15). T he
meaning was a cycle of final prophecy was proven to be active from that time upon a historical framework of Bible prophecy and world history
formerly established.
T his reliable structure across time and Genesis national histories (Gen10-11) to the prophecies of God’s prophets to follow in this continuum with
descriptions of the future hidden in divinely transmitted symbologies was the overall basis of the framework to unfold as centuries turned to
millenniums after Noah’s day.
T racing the Genesis 3:15 “seed” arrival of who became to be known as Jesus Christ as the agent of the restoration of the lost blessing (Gen1:26-28;
Gen12:3; 22:17-18) that was turned to death curse in the Edenic sin (Gen3:14-17) also weaved through these national histories. T his provided a
Kingdom of God progressive development to also be trackable that paralleled the rival national sovereign system leading to a globalized forum of
world government in the 8th King League of Nations signal manifestation.
T hus the whole comprehensive sovereign progression of the 8th King world government system and the Kingdom of God Messianic Kingdom
agency became solidly identified by Jehovah’s witnesses. T his was a ministerially revealed significant global signal of the also very real trajectory to
global Armageddon where these two eventually completed kingdoms would meet for sovereign resolution over now reliably mapped prophecy.
Israel’s interaction with Egypt, Assyria, Babylon, Medo-Persia, Greece and Rome and the Christian era interaction with Rome, and the AngloAmerican national alliance as marked world powers became the context of the developing “seven headed” structure of Revelation’s wildbeasts to
end up in the final period as a globalized 8th King world government totality, based on it’s international unification “image” “of the wildbeast”, in
time. T hus this prophetic structure revived from the dead past as Christendom’s various prophecy dead-ends were brought to life as relevant to the
modern times from which Jehovah’s witnesses formed and would continue to be so, explained like no other religion on earth.

Globalized World Government Forming
Now we also have a logical basis of seeing historical national collective progress over many years becoming unified in United Nations “image”
concept first to form a progressive globalization theory to also be applied into an actual world government. Now this globalized 8th King of also a
unique international government type, built upon a national collective international foundational system forming upon national components
worldwide, is also now seen being clearly identified in this world evolution.
Now in Jehovah’s witnesses detailed ministry the continuum of prophecy of what became world history had a modern historical set of benchmarks

anyone could use to see prophecy unlocked after it fulfilled and one could logically understand the national-to-globalist progression would continue
past the national scope of power to a Revelation 16:13-16 consolidated globalization in that worldwide final “gathering” to Har-Magedon. (Rev17:818; Dan11:27-45);
Genesis to Revelation Governmental Theme Continuum – Now the initial post Noachian deluge world government attempt
of King Nimrod and his Babel and Nineveh city complex (Gen10:8-12) governmental center and it’s “tower of Babel”
(Gen11:1-9) religious priesthood is connected to the modern final 8th King globalization culmination of actual functioning
world government. By that underlying objective of four thousand years of human rulership evolution the final attempt at
another world government completion upon the same defiant theme as developed in Genesis 10-11 is clearly identified.
(Zecp3:8-9);
T hus what was broken up in a divine intervention in Genesis 11 as an initial world government attempt is also headed for a future world
governmental completion that again will trigger a final divine intervention for the Adamic era at Armageddon at worldwide scope.

A Unique Sovereign Progression is Made Known Worldwide
T hus the Jehovah’s witnesses initial world ministry provides understanding of the Bible prophetic truth in world histories and spiritual continual
timelines with real meanings and parallels. T hus the overall sovereign theme is established in the Bible understanding in this structured
cohesiveness of time, world history, and prophecy that ties the whole Bible together from cover to cover. Now Genesis and Revelation have a
foundational theme of rival world government co-development that must climax in the near future in the form of God’s Messianic Kingdom of
Christ and 8th King concurrent completions. (Rev19:11-21; 20:1-3);
T his prophetic exposition and modern information backing this overall sovereign theme connects prophecy to a dynamic world power progression
that is continuing in further United Nations developments after 1945 that must in time have the foretold global sovereign climax at Armageddon
between the completed 8th King and the completed Messianic Kingdom diametric world governments. (Rev17:11-18 + Dan11:42-45 = Rev16:12-19
Armageddon final sequence);
No other “religion” on earth explained that final guaranteed sovereign confrontation as not only a real trajectory marked by modern world events,
but as also mapped in the Bible over world and spiritual developments concurrent and continuous in world history and modern history since
especially marked in 1914′s World War 1 event and subsequent League of Nations manifestation.
T he true meaning of Revelation 13 prophecy was finally explained in retrospect, in the League of Nations world government foundational global
presentation that arose in 1919 with the Messianic Kingdom birth announcement of 1914-1918. T hat ultimate meaning present in foundational form
of both world governments manifesting upon the world scene in the same brief time period, to develop in time in clearer details and concurrent
events of that significant time in world and spiritual history was being made known henceforth live and real-time by Jehovah’s witnesses.
No other Christian group made such a valid exposition, ministerially globally promoted and explained, all connected to
modern world events proven to be fulfilling key sovereign prophecy in what i actually a continuous trajectory to
Armageddon.
T hat prophetic timeline as a sovereign structure proving that all prophecy is to eventually become world history combined with also the unique
personal identification of Jehovah Almighty God (Ps83:18) and His Son Jesus Christ (John17:3), then focuses attention on their actual personal
unique role in their unified purpose of Kingdom rulership of planet Earth; (Gen1:26-28; Matt6:10); T he entire true Bible meaning was becoming
much clearer.
T he guaranteed Messianic Kingdom universal rulership of God and His Christ becomes far more real and solidly defended due to these
explanations. No other religious group was or has given this valid exposition worldwide but Jehovah’s Christian Witnesses. T he truth of that
Kingdom’s sovereign conquest to come (Dan2:31-45; Rev19:19-21) became very real to Christians as Jehovah’s witnesses (JW) and others whose
faith was positively affected by them as it was all backed by real world events fulfilling prophecy in striking ways since 1914 and after.
Faith Aided By Histories of Prophetic Fulfillments
Now faith was given a foundation in historical facts of progressive prophecy fulfilling and describing world events coming true that could not
remain static in signaling God’s Kingdom coming to Earth (Matt6:10) to resolve the issue of the sin in Eden and it’s sovereign issue and rebellion now
spread to all the nations worldwide. From the same Bible that Christendom makes no sense of, Jehovah’s witnesses were identifying simple
fundamental issues of universal and global proportions in those same scriptures. Early Jehovah’s witnesses named names, explained prophecy in
historical meanings in up-to-date modern world events up until around 1970, and proved the Messianic Kingdom manifestation would parallel a
world rival 8th King development as a parallel progression to settle the earthly sovereign issue permanently at Har-Magedon.
T he progression of national power from the days of Babel (Gen11) and Egypt (Exodus), across Daniel chapters 2,7-8,11 sovereign bridges to
Revelation 13 and 17 modern times, to the final globalized world power unification to come under the Revelation 8th King was solidly laid out for
people to understand by faith aided by known history while it was taking place in it’s final sequence. T hat 8th King “world government” was being
previewed in it’s “United Nations” (UN) “image”, and was becoming very real in development at one time to Jehovah’s witnesses as the early JW
ministry progressed and deepened in world sovereign meaning along with UN developmental evidence and progress from 1919 to 1945 in the first

two UN “disgusting thing” “placements”. (UN 1. Rev13:11-15; Dan12:11; UN 2. Rev17:8-11);
It became clear the 8th King and Messianic Kingdom world develop to completion side by side all the way to Armageddon
(Dan11:36), and paying attention to these developmental signals would aid understanding of the arrival of the actual
Armageddon final world developments and the final prophetic sequence describing it all in needed detail.
T wo Kingdom Rivals Plainly Identified for Earth’s Rulership Finality
In that defendable prophetic structured framework identifying Bible timelines connected to world developmental timelines of both the Messianic
Kingdom and the 8th King maturing development, people since 1914 could watch prophecy become world government foundational history before
their very eyes. T hat was all solidly backed by historical proof of a dual world government development that must also complete to climax and
become a complete world history foretold by more prophecy to fulfill after 1945. (Dan11:27-45; Dan8:9-25);
It was no coincidence that God’s Messianic Kingdom of Christ “birth” was concurrently proclaimed leading to the League of Nations globalist world
governmental “image” “birth” proclamation as well in that 1914-1919 period. In short time Jehovah’s witnesses (first as the International Bible
Students Association; (IBSA)) fully explained Revelation 13:11-15 as that 1919 League of Nations manifestation after the World War 1 (WW1)
“sword-stroke” of the Revelation 13 prophetic global context. Now also a clear world development of world war “tribulation” was identified as
unique to form first in this period of time and prophecy fulfilling. (Dan12:1); T hat paralleled the first United Nations (UN) related “disgusting thing”
placement of Daniel 12:11 initial fulfillment in 1919 parallel League of Nations meaning;
Thus a significant multifaceted set of world events and a unique Kingdom ministry marked this period as special in Bible
prophecy and world history.
Jehovah’s Witnesses Were T racking and Explaining Prophecy Live and Real-T ime
Into such a Bible truth framework and foundation being revealed, across a now progressively explained irreversible sovereign continuum from
Genesis to Revelation 22, all prophetic details of the prophets including Jesus Christ now fell into proper place in a defendable structured
framework of both history and prophecy. And the sovereign rival birth of the League of Nations also progressed to it’s post World War 2 (WW2)
United Nations manifestation in 1945 fulfilling more sovereign 8th King prophecy; (Rev17:8-11);
T he importance of this reliable prophetic reference framework explained by Jehovah’s witnesses is the ability to cross relate other prophecy and
world event sequences with a reliable means of cross verification in the Bible itself against significant world historic “registrations” where only one
set of world developments can accurately match the prophetic features. T he establishment of using this principle to verify further prophetic
fulfillment periods was also now a rule of Jehovah’s witnesses prophetic analysis and exposition.
Jehovah’s witnesses were also exposing all the core elements of Babel religious influence of error aiding rival 8th King world government
development (Gen11) and cover up by confusion, diversion and misinterpretation. Christendom was identified as a foretold agency of prophetic
confusion and darkness. T he world system’s political and social error dividing nations for eventual 8th King conquest (Dan11:36-45; Rev17:11-18;
16:12-16) was also being fully explained by Jehovah’s witnesses up to that time.
Accordingly it was the truly most informative Christian ministry of all time in a context of supporting developmental world signals fulfilling
prophecy beyond mere coincidence in it’s timely concurrence of multiple significant events. It could be said certainly the “last days” were in
progress from 1914 forward.
Very Important: Jehovah’s Witnesses were now tracking BOT H of the first two United Nations manifestations of 1919 and
1945 as prophecy fulfilling to and through 1945.
No other Christian group of that era or after made this expose’ of Revelation and Daniel prophecy as the League of Nations
(1919; Rev13:11-15) to United Nations (1945; Rev17:8-11) designate “world government” continuum as highly significant in
world rulership meaning that fulfilled key prophecy as the core rival 8th King world government system opposing the
Messianic Kingdom earthly rulership in God’s King Christ divine designate.
T he culmination of this critical sovereign issue was to arrive upon that dual completion of opposing world governments at Armageddon’s
culmination.
Everything was now being given even more proof of prophecy as significant world events in the world national powers’ progression to a globalizing
8th King unification, T his eventual 8th King world government completing meaning reflected in the global “United” Nations international forum as
the “image” of human world government was being shown logically and prophetically to progress even further to it’s complete world government
rulership “scarlet wildbeast” objective. T hat 8th King world government totality would thus be completing upon that existent UN “nucleus” and
“image” “of the wildbeast” but must be a distinct actual world government entity in the end.
T hough the United Nations was just an “image” of world government, as a “picture” of the 8th King world government not yet complete but in the
making, the trajectory of it’s clear development to that completion to come, as prophecy and ongoing globalist world developments, was now solidly
demonstrated in it’s first two UN developmental world presentations.

It was appearing that every foretold UN manifestation was a progressive maturation towards world government.

World War to World Government Formula Recognizable
T he 8th King formulaic use of world war “tribulation” and “desolation” was also being seen as the primary form of that “desolation” the “disgusting
thing that causes desolation” was using to present it’s world governmental forum in developmental progress after world wars were resolved for this
purpose in part. After these two world wars were resolved, now two times after WW1 and WW2 peace resolutions, a respective UN related world
government themed presentation and world “peace” objective statement took place as the world war finale development. Now the world war
“problem” clearly led to the globalizing elite world government “solution” formulaically as also a dynamic beyond mere coincidence.
That 8th King principle of presenting world government renditions formulaically through an engineered world war
context and it’s “world peace” resolution is also important to understand, and it repeated again, after the Cold War WW3
and it’s world peace resolution into the 3rd UN presentation of 1990. (Dan11:29-31); Now three times a form of world war
resolved led to an updated UN manifestation.
(Note: It is this progress of prophetic awareness and globalization understanding that the Jehovah’s witnesses’ ministry stopped making in that
1990 period to be covered here in more detail below. Many of the following principles in actually three UN placements to date in 1919, 1945 and
1990, and the globalization-to-world-government progressive understandings, known by many world authorities and researchers, are also not
taught by Bethel or Jehovah’s witnesses; the causes of this negligence in prophetic tracking of live world events is also to be explained more
below).

Important World Power Principles Implied
Bible Sovereign Symbols Have a Whole Meaning of World Government
1. T his Biblical and world historical development of national power’s progression in seven key national lineages of world power in (1) Egypt, (2)
Assyria, (3) Babylon, (4) Medo-Persia, (5) Greece, (6) Rome and the (7) Anglo-American national alliance outlined in both Daniel (Dan2,7,8;
Dan2:38; Dan8:20-21) and Revelation (Rev17:8-11), springing from Genesis 10′s 70 nations, is not the entirety of the final progression of
human world power in those seven national ascensions. T here is an 8th King and a final form of world power beyond national power: globalized
world power – 8th King world government.
A. T he globalist type United Nations international forum “image” of world government is a schematic and guiding charter/blueprint of world
governmental concepts and collective planning but is itself not a world government, nor a complete true 8th King global sovereignty in and of itself.
It is just an international/globalist forum “image” of world government that has yet to form to a completion as a comprehensive global world
government.
B. T he Bible’s Daniel 2, 7, 8 and 11 and Revelation 17 final symbolically pictured sovereign entities based on the national powers also have a
meaning in those whole symbols as a complete picture of globalized world power beyond the scope of it’s national parts. T he distinction of national
and global government power as different is for a reason and is not lost upon Bible prophecy in the final phase of Adamic human history.
C. For example the Daniel 2 “immense image”, though composed of various national parts in Babylon, Medo-Persia, Greece, Rome and AngloAmerica, it also has a comprehensive whole meaning in that “image” as the globalized totality of that “image” symbol representing the totality of
human world power it represents in it’s final “standing” culmination. (Rev16:16); T he whole thing has meaning – globalist – as do it’s parts –
national.
D. T he Revelation 13 and 17 “seven headed” wildbeasts also have a total meaning, though in seven heads as parts, the total picture of the globalist
whole being greater than the sum of it’s national parts is of a whole world rulership system. T he whole thing has meaning as do it’s parts. T he
globalized meaning is the final form, the ultimate 8th King culmination based on national progression.
E. All those symbols as a globalized whole, composed of and based on smaller national parts, progressing over time in national meaning, are all
globalist type world power consolidation totalities as a whole, as the whole meaning identical to the whole 8th King “scarlet wildbeast” meaning of
full comprehensive world government. In the end the 8th King is the UN “image” center and a functioning actual world government as a whole as a
totality of final global sovereign power completion. T he whole symbol has greater meaning beyond the various parts.
National Government and Global Government are Different
2. National power systems and global world power systems are not the same form of government. T hough national powers and alliances of multinational power have demonstrated aspirations of world rulership it has all been a failure to realize. (Dan11:27 “nothing will succeed”); Instead the
wars and world wars that extended these national power aspirations from local to regional to extra-national invasions and colonial-like “empire”
occupations have only enriched the centralized globalist power system while indebting the national powers in preparation, deployment and
reparation debts related to these wars and world wars.
A. Globalized world government is different than national government, and so is the scale of it’s operation in events like world war and systems like

world finance and commerce.
B. Although not formally stated or visible, globalized components of maturing world government power have already been operating in the world
system along with the national power systems mostly unaware of this dynamic.
C. Globalist world power objectives are inter and intra-national in scope to control national powers whose focus must remain internal to the nation
but must eventually be guided by a superior global super-sovereign power understanding the inter-dynamics of all the nations. National powers do
not have access to this kind of intelligence and information power globally, and national powers cannot do two forms of rulership, national and
global, at the same time. Globalist world power is what a final world governmental evolution will be based on in this human developmental
experiment in self rulership founded in the Edenic sovereign rebellion from God’s sovereignty.
This is why globalized world government is a natural evolution to finalize in this final period of prophecy now not
understood by Jehovah’s witneses.
God’s Kingdom and the United Nations are not the Same T hing
3. God’s Kingdom and the United Nations and it’s eventual 8th King world government are not the same thing and are diametrically opposed to one
another. Jesus Christ’s Messianic Kingdom earthly sovereign agency is not the United Nations. Jesus Christ is not coming to join the UN and split
global booty with a group of globalist money and power seeking technocrats, financiers, warlords, politicians, academics and priests, he is coming to
remove their world rulership attempt permanently with full fair warning prior to that sovereign event.
A. T he problem is at this time JWs consider the United Nations “image” as the pinnacle of world power when in fact UN world government 8th King
is yet to complete that apex of world government sovereignty over a fourth and final required world tribulation/war cycle all already outlined in
Bethel diverted prophecy. And that 3rd cycle ending, that led to the 3rd UN placement of 1990 (Dan11:31), marks the third of he final two of four
UN placements in their final trajectory (Dan11:30-45) to Armageddon as the third (1990) and fourth (future) UN placements total in Bible
prophecy and world history.
Now just as that 1990 Post Cold World War 3 (Dan11:29) 3rd UN rendition cycle ended and the 3rd UN placement occurred, and the recognizable
process to present world government was now in three renditions of world war in some form (Dan11:29), Bethel went mum. Now as the above
implications could have been made manifest clearly by Bethel since that highly significant 1990 3rd United Nations manifestation, Bethel said
nothing. T o this day Bethel acts as if the 3rd UN placement has no significant meaning.
In effect, up to that time in the JW ministry everything was being tracked properly and consistently…

Then Everything Changed – The Bethel Ministerial Exit 1990 and the Loss
of the UN Tracking Assignment
After 1945 in Jehovah’s witnesses ministry everything was right on track, everything was unfolding perfectly upon
prophecy and world events in this irreversible sovereign progression to Armageddon – and JWs were telling the world all
about it!
T hen something eventually happened that changed everything not only in the spiritual Christian status of Jehovah’s witnesses, but in the validity
and relevance of it’s soon to be out-dated sovereign prophetic tracking assignment of United Nations developments soon to be derailed, fully
ignored and covered up by Bethel as ongoing policy.
Soon after 1945 the Jehovah’s witnesses Christian ministerial accuracy and UN tracking work was to be diverted and it’s global ministerial
exposition was to be affected by error as the JW ministry was to effectively stall in 1945 2nd UN placement exposition and explained meaning. T his
loss of UN tracking was accomplished by treating the 1990 3rd UN manifestation in the post Cold War (Dan11:29-31) resolution period as of no
account – prophetically, globally and historically.
And even more was to unfold as more evidence of severe ministerial departure.
Out of the blue it seemed, Jehovah’s witnesses not only ignored the foretold 3rd UN placement but were instead also
covenantaly adjoined to the 8th King UN “image” by their Bethel leaders and it’s “Governing Body” as a United Nations
Non-Governmental Organization (UN NGO) – yet at the same time saying nothing regarding the significance of that 3rd
United Nations world presentation! (Dan11:31);
T hat fateful UN covenant with Bethel’s endorsement and the detrimental effect it had on it’s global JW ministerial arm as it’s promotional “UN
Department of Public Information” UN NGO global agency, occurred in approximately the 1990 time period as the then modern 3rd United
Nations (UN) placement was occurring in the post Cold War (Dan11:29) resolution amidst the USSR dissolution (Dan11:30b-32a).

T hat significant UN post Cold War “peace” resolution provided the world stage for that latest UN world event of that third of four United Nations
world presentations (UN 3: Dan11:31, 1990; UN 4: Dan11:45, Future) in 1990. T hat 3rd UN placement occurred as the 1990 United Nations “New
World Order” initiative. (Soon thereafter the term “new world order” appeared over 70 times in Bethel publications from 1991 to 2001 starting in
UN NGO Awake! 9/8/1991 magazine as part of this Bethel backed UN world promotional campaign);
Now the UN 8th King prophetic and world history tracking work was totally derailed in the JW ministry.

Bethel and Jehovah’s Witnesses Have Changed
Now it was not just Daniel 8 and 11 prophecy exposition and meaning being subverted but so was the whole Messianic Kingdom commentary that
could have been developed as these 8th King world events made clear signals of it’s diametric purpose opposed to God’s Kingdom in marked
progress. Now all live and real-time prophetic enlightenment aiding valid commentary of world sovereignty events plainly in the making was also
ceased by Bethel and Jehovah’s witnesses.
Instead Bethel echoed the seemingly endless JW past and fully subverted the once live response to 8th King world events that also squelched
Jehovah’s witnesses former foresight and insight as to what these events really mean. Instead today’s well engineered backward minded Bethel
ministry, in both historical and spiritual dimensions of retardation, is what Jehovah’s witnesses try to pass off as live truth, valid commentary and
accurate prophetic exposition.
Today’s Jehovah’s witnesses, by this core Bethel subversive influence, are nothing like the 1920′s and 1940′s Christian’s
exposing 8th King current events and developments of their time as prophecy live and real-time in both the first and second
UN placements. To the contrary, in effect today’s Bethel is a UN annex of co-promotions. Today’s JW ministry is a UN
aiding misinformation diversion.
T oday’s Bethel is a spiritually catatonic yet hyper-piously reactionary distraction designed to make themselves and organizational issues,
hypocrisy, doctrinal wafflings, endless minutia and critical lawlessness the highlight of the ministry rather than reacting live and real-time to live
world developments with spiritual and intelligent commentary on active 8th King globalization-to-world government developments plainly known
to even the world now. (Luke21:25); T his total departure of the entire prophetic tracking ministry of Jehovah’s witnesses, and all it’s live
relationship to Messianic Kingdom objectives, for an endless stagnation in a distant past, in major transgression and error (Dan8:11-13; Dan11:3032), is made painfully obvious since 1990 and the Bethel purposeful if not totally thoughtless United Nations UN NGO covenant.
But by the prophecies we need to be paying attention to live and real-time, it is shown the now active Bethel apostasy events and their ramifications
now and to come are themselves prophecy fulfilling! In fact the Bethel apostasy is already the main initial signal and repeating principle of apostasy
and lawlessness (2T hess2:1-4) indicating a divine judgment is near.
In fact the entire 1914-1918 Daniel 12 and Revelation 8-11, 15-16 main prophecy is also about to repeat with an 8th King set of commencing world
events as the context of the temple judgment of Jehovah’s witnesses first to mark this critical final activation of final fulfillment prophecy to
Kingdom come. T he Bethel apostasy and it’s “man of lawlessness” center of organized operations led by the rogue “Governing Body” indicates the
final cycle of prophecy will soon fully activate with that signal judgment first on Jehovah’s witnesses.
The 8th King first cycle of development and prophecy leading to the League of Nations in 1919, will repeat upon the same
Daniel 12 pattern leading in final form to the 8th King world government 4th UN placement to also arrive at Daniel 12:11
again, live and real-time, in the future at the end of this final 8th King and Messianic Kingdom completion cycle.
(Matt24:29-31; Rev6:12-17; Rev11:7-13)
As the news of the United Nations “image” and it’s 8th King world government completion reality progresses to full globalized unification of all the
nations (Rev17:11-18) so will the main trigger of Armageddon also manifest in that event and period. T hus 8th King completion news is a gauge to
the actual arrival of Christ to come for a concurrent Messianic Kingdom 144000 completion himself, with God. (Rev16:13-16; Zech14:5;
1T hess4:17; Mark13:24-27);
Accordingly this entire signal phase and final 8th King cycle is fully unknown to Jehovah’s witnesses and the world ministerial audience, and Bethel
itself is the source of this “operation of error”.

Bethel Subversion Example 1 – The Matthew 24:15 UN NGO Signal
(Matthew 24:15-16) “T herefore, when you catch sight of the (UN NGO; Dan11:31) disgusting thing that causes desolation, as
spoken of through Daniel the prophet (modern Dan11:31 “disgusting thing that causes desolation” as parallel of Dan8:13 “transgression
causing desolation”), standing in a holy place (in the JW “constant feature” ministry as UN NGO), (let the reader use discernment,)
16 then let those in Judea begin fleeing to the mountains. (Because the JW Bethel desolation judgment for that UN NGO “transgression
causing desolation” is near; 1Pet4:17; Dan8:13-14; Rev8:3-5);
In hindsight of that covert Bethel UN NGO revelation coming out from the world press in late 2001, the developing earlier trend of internal Bethel
control enabled by the “Governing Body” dictatorial Bethel coup of 1976 becomes obviously suspect in this calamitous spiritual development. T he
further evidence is the UN 3rd placement related UN NGO was to manifest just 14-15 years after that Governing Body coup. In 1990 the UN 3rd

placement manifested with the 1991 Bethel “UN NGO” global co-promotions of that 3rd UN placement and it’s prophetic cover-up. (Dan11:31);
T hat Bethel internal compromise (Dan11:30-31) from 1976, and soon thereafter it’s signal UN endorsement (Matt24:15) all climaxed into that UN
NGO 8th King prophecy fulfilling now as a Bethel publicly known spiritual compromise – as they, the 8th King and Bethel, fulfilled prophecy
together – and as foretold and expected Bethel says nothing about it. (Dan8:11-13; Dan11:30-32a):
(Daniel 11:30-31) (3rd UN placement 1990:) “And they (team effort) will certainly put in place the disgusting thing that is causing
desolation. (3rd UN placement, 1990; UN NGO, 1991, at Bethel; Matt24:15; Dan8:13 “transgression causing desolation”);
In addition to that UN NGO spiritual adultery the prophetic tracking of the 8th King was also now lost by JWs as now
Bethel policy significantly marked by these concurrent UN related 1990 events.

Bethel Subversion Example 2 – Modern King North as 8th King Connection Concealed
Now the Bethel JW ministry did not develop an up-to-date commentary of Daniel 11 (Daniel 11:27-45) to accurately reflect that “King North” 3rd
UN manifestation, for a third time as prophecy at Daniel 11:31, was an undeniable 8th King world event connection. Furthermore, to Bethel the 3rd
UN placement was not even a significant world event worthy of insightful commentary, but rather “new world order” global placement quotes from
George Bush Sr. was the new Watchtower and Awake! commentary.
Instead Bethel leadership covered up (Dan8:12) the King North as 8th King reality and the 1990 3rd UN placement meaning (Dan11:31) proving it.
What developed at Bethel was instead a distracting ministerial facade echoing the JW past, embellishing it with many pretty pictures and other
teaching diversions, as Bethel proceeded with a global UN promotions operation in a decade long “UN NGO” world advertising campaign (Awake!
9/8/1991) highlighting the UN “New World Order” objective in the JW world ministerial publications.
In this way the JW “constant feature” was now terminally polluted with 8th King propaganda as Bethel policy – for the UN “library card” as a
purposefully ridiculous excuse to add insult to injury.
All this 8th King cover-up is carried out to this day while Bethel provides ever more subterfuge sampled from the past JW
ministry, as now a foretold JW prophetic diversion campaign and apostasy is still active (Dan11:32a), in addition to the UN
NGO transgression (Dan8:13) and Bethel’s covert UN concealing missions now Bethel’s ongoing official policy.
In other words, Bethel went globally apostate publicly, as also foretold and in fulfillment at the same time as it is all covered up at Bethel. In
hindsight this critical JW ministerial diversion has developed in the ”Governing Body” managerial experiment and trended development for nearly
40 years progressing “gradually” (Dan8:12) from bad to worse and into more error, stumbling (Dan11:32-35, 41) and cover-up in the process;
(2T hess2:1-4; Zech3:1-3; 2Pet2:1-3); T hus a modern “man of lawlessness” in the Governing “Body” and Bethel leading clerics and administration is
being revealed with their apostate production and signal UN NGO endorsement of the 8th King.
(2 T hessalonians 2:3-4) Let no one (including Bethel; Rev2:2) seduce you in any manner, because it will not come unless the
apostasy comes first and the man of lawlessness gets revealed, the son of destruction. 4 He is set in opposition and lifts
himself up over everyone…
(Daniel 11:32) “And those who are acting wickedly against [the] covenant (at Bethel), he (8th King/King North) will lead into
apostasy by means of smooth words. (The Bethel “smooth words” 8th King cover-up in the JW publications is part of the smoothly justified
apostasy);

Bethel Subversion Example 3 – Worldwide Globalization Understanding Uncommented by Bethel
as Further Objective Obscuring Final 8th King World Government Cycle
Now all modern historical details of the globalist world government development in the 8th King and UN relationship, and it’s globalization process
understanding, now readily available in voluminous worldwide analyses and research, are completely concealed explicitly by Bethel since 1990 in
marked fashion. After over twenty years in that trended Bethel subversion development since 1990, we now see Bethel’s globalization ignorance
campaign amongst JWs is also aiding 8th King UN developmental secrecy as to uncommented world globalism meaning and the prophetic exposure
aiding retarded 8th King world government understanding among modern Jehovah’s witnesses.
As further evidence of Bethel’s purposeful 8th King cover up, Bethel’s clerics will not discuss or teach even now well
known basic globalization or geo-political understandings supporting the better understanding of world government
developmental trends and developments increasingly globally seen since 1990.
T oday’s Jehovah’s witnesses, by Bethel policy, have no idea about globalism basics as being the fundamental 8th King world government global
power consolidation dynamic now active all over the world. Jehovah’s’ witnesses have no idea about globalization as an ongoing development
related to the Revelation 16:13-16 8th King international “gathering” phenomena that is aided by globalization consolidations. JWs have no inkling
globalization maturation leads to the complete 8th King world government administrative components progressively, because Bethel will not
discuss anything that exposes further 8th King world developmental evidence in world geo-political sciences, globalism sciences or in modern

prophecy fulfilling. (Dan11:30-41);
The JW collective mind is therefore now living in a perpetual 1970 level of world and spiritual awareness regarding 8th
King world government. The entire UN tracking ministry of Jehovah’s witnesses is now derailed and effectively defunct;
The final required 8th King globalization-to-world-government phase is now unknown to the backward collective JW
mentality.
Rather than 8th King globalization (Rev16:13-16) – culminating into a required global government super-sovereignty (Rev17:11-18) – over a future
final 4th UN phase of 8th King prophecy (Dan11:42-45) – JWs think “it can end any day now brothers!”. T hough the final phase is about to begin as
Daniel 11:42-45, JWs think instead, by Bethel delusions, that it is all over.
JWs are fully stalled, derailed, deluded and misled and expecting a fully premature “end of the world”. T he logical UN 1-2 manifestation from 1919
to 1945 leading in prophecy (Dan11:30-45) to a UN 1-2-3-4 conclusion with the 3rd UN placement of 1990 and 4th UN placement of the future is
unheard of to JWs.
T his sets up JWs for mass bewilderment when that Daniel 11:42-45 final 8th King phase begins soon because it takes a number of final years to
complete into full 8th King world government.
Now JWs, together in the well advanced Bethel purposeful deception production, live an engineered delusion of a former ministry in constantly
plagiarized and repeated details. Now JWs are immersed psychologically in a complete Bethel/8th King allied stalling act and the Bethel engineered
cover-up under a deceptive ministerial veneer of former validity.
Modern Bethel and JWs are therefore acting as if a UN 3rd placement (Dan11:31; 1990) is not part of the 8th King final world governmental nonstop progression to lead to the fourth and final UN presentation (Dan11:45), with full world government in the future Armageddon climax 4th UN
placement of Bible prophecy:
(Daniel 11:45) And he (8th King/King North) will plant his palatial tents (4th UN placement as world government) between [the] grand
sea and the holy mountain of Decoration; and he will have to come all the way to his end (Armageddon), and there will be no
helper for him.
JWs cannot even tell that “King North” is the 8th King in a final prophecy sequence!
It is obvious from the get-go only the 8th King can and will fulfill that Daniel 11:45 portion of the global prophecy of “palatial tents” as world
government worldwide as the end of the Daniel 11:42-45 final 8th King phase of the future. T here cannot be two human world governments in the
end, only the 8th King, called King eight for this reason. But now JWs have lost the 1990 3rd UN placement connection (Dan11:31) to that 4th UN
placement (Dan11:45) as a required continuum:
(Daniel 11:36) “And the king (8th King marked in 3rd UN placement of Dan11:31) will actually do according to his own will, and he
will exalt himself and magnify himself above every god (including the USSR); and against the God of gods he will speak
marvelous things. And he will certainly prove successful until [the] denunciation will have come to a finish; (non-stop
“success” to Armageddon) because the thing decided upon must be done.
Daniel 11:41 Current Point of Daniel 11 Progress as Apostate Bethel Fulfillment
And now the proper modern Daniel 11 fulfillment position in Daniel 11:41, in current Bethel 8th King compromise (Luke21:20), is also lost as the
reason why JWs have lost direction and lost the UN tracking assignment of BOT H the 3rd and 4th UN placement meanings:
(Daniel 11:41) He (8th King) will also actually enter into the land of the Decoration (infiltrates the Bethel ministry internally), and
there will be many [people] that will be made to stumble. (Matt24:15; Luke21:20 signal development present now at Bethel; Stumbling
people is also the lawless Bethel subversion goal. Parallels Daniel 8:11-13 and Daniel 11:30-35 events and meaning);
Now the Jehovah’s witnesses’ Christian ministry is fully misdirected, compromised and profaned as per prophecy; (Dan8:11-14; Dan11:30-35;
Rev8:10-11). And now the important progression of actual 8th King prophetic certainty proven by modern world events foretold in such now lost
modern detailed 8th King developmental connections, is also now broken as a continuum (Dan11:36) of concurrent 8th King and Messianic
Kingdom continuities. (Dan12:11);
T hat the 8th King and Messianic Kingdom completions require a final developmental phase of some years (Dan8:14 + Dan12:7), in the near future
commencement, that the 3rd UN placement (1990) must lead to as a final UN placement of the future (Dan11:45), as a continuous 8th King “will
certainly prove successful” continuously to Armageddon, is now lost upon JWs. (Daniel 11:30-45);
Now the first two UN placements properly explained by Jehovah’s witnesses as prophecy (Rev13:11-15; 17:8-11) cannot be connected to the last
two UN placements of Daniel 11:30-45 as a UN 8th King 1-2-3-4 guaranteed continuum to Armageddon able to be extended from 1990 marked 8th
King events. Due to this Bethel truncation and diversion of prophetic and 8th King reality the formerly valid JW ministry is now fully diverted.

By all this the JW ministry has lost the 3rd and 4th United Nations 8th King placement meanings and it’s global ministerial
exposition – and that aids the final 8th King world government development with now JW aided error and misinformation
in the worldwide ministry regarding the 8th King as King North of Daniel 11:30-45, and the final Daniel 11:42-45 8th King
required globalization completion cycle to full world government to begin soon.
In that engineered and overridden error, JW expectations can be overly advanced to “expect Daniel 11:44 next” in a deceptive “King North” entity
as a premature “attack on Babylon the Great empire of false religion” concealing the actual temple judgment desolation events (Dan8:13 unique
temple judgment signal as Rev8:2-5 final fulfillment) with an engineered JW “self fulfilling prophecy” created by Bethel for bewildering effects in
that final cycle commencement period.
T his truncation of a former tracked UN continuum, and the apostate context of it’s development at Bethel has now allowed further interpretive
error to be developed and used to aid a final coup attempt on the JW ministry before the final clarification can be explained. T he 1990 diversion
away from UN 3rd placement explanation has allowed this delusional atmosphere to develop instead of a proper explanation of the real meaning of
that 3rd UN placement of Daniel 11:30-31 as 8th King King North progress.

Overview: The Importance of the First Two UN Placements Prophetic
Tracking Continuum From 1919 to 1970 and the 1990 Bethel Signal
Apostasy UN Diversion Campaign
A. JWs Laid The “Kingdom Come” Issue as a Framework of Logic
T he International Bible Students (IBSA), by God’s aid through Christ, laid a unique Christian ministerial theme that focused on the Kingdom of God
as the source of the universal earthly rulership that would deploy as the Messianic Kingdom agency upon it’s 144000 completion. (Rev14:1); T hat
the Messianic Kingdom was to soon be the earth focused world rulership under Jesus Christ as God Almighty’s anointed King of kings right on planet
earth was made known globally. (Zech4:6-9; Dan2:31-45; Rev19:11-21; Rev21:1-5); Prophecy fulfilling in a final continuum was to mark the
progress to “Kingdom come”. (Matt6:10);
T he prophetic sovereign theme of that Jehovah’s witnesses Kingdom of God ministerial deployment, as a foretold (Dan7:25; Dan12; Rev10-11),
developed in the 1914 era foundational ministry that soon developed to far greater detail by 1930 and after. In that progress in understanding, more
information came forth affirming much Daniel and Revelation underlying prophetic meaning in important timelines, modern world event meanings
and required continuums of 8th King and Messianic Kingdom co-development towards Armageddon’s foretold resolution of the sovereign world
rulership issue now backed by marked world events after 1914.
Messianic Kingdom prophecy and 8th King UN world events were now inseparable as both developing concurrently
enroute to Armageddon as a reliable continuum and affirmable trajectory backed by more prophecy foretelling more UN
8th King world events as time progressed.
T hus a prophetic thread of certainty was also explained as an interlinked framework and continuum outline that was mapping the Kingdom of God
manifestation in preview form over time, in it’s Kingdom proclamation concurrent with also 8th King developments as a significant timed gauge in
sovereign warning in a prophetically timed manner backed by significant world events marking the prophecy.
In basic terms, when the 8th King completes world government, the Messianic Kingdom final sovereign response will be triggered after that event;
(Dan12:11; Dan11:45; Dan8:25; Matt24:29-31; Rev6:12-17);
T hat logical progression to required 8th King sovereign completion as world government, prior to and enabling the final Messianic Kingdom
completion and reaction is fully unheard of to today’s JWs. And that Bethel engineered ignorance aids the JW premature “end of the world”
delusion that aids that deception.

First Two United Nations Placements Explained Properly by JWs Live and Real-Time
T he original 1914 JW Kingdom ministry made clear that a League of Nations globalist world government foundation was also laid and proclaimed at
that time that led to the second United Nations related manifestation of 1945 as all prophecy fulfilling events leading to “the end”. (Matt24:14);
T hat is now foundationally beyond question in the 8th King’s concurrently developing diametric rivalry to the Kingdom of God, which Kingdom of
God made it’s own sovereign proclamation of that 1914-1918 prophetically marked period concurrently and also ongoing.
T hat Jehovah’s Christian witnesses identified that 1919 first League of Nations prophecy (Rev13:11-15; Dan12:11), and the subsequent 1945 second
United Nations prophecy (Rev17:8-11) as foretold “disgusting thing” placements as marked prophetic fulfillments is very important. It is an
example of the Jehovah’s witnesses’ concurrent UN tracking assignment of explaining sovereign meaning in prophecy fulfilling in also the rival 8th
King world government system parallels with the Messianic Kingdom “birth” announcement progressing over time as expected. And that tracking
and up-to-date commentary needed to be maintained as significant as time proceeded past the 1945 2nd UN placement.

T hat “seven times”, 2520 year timed proof of prophecy was marked by the overall sovereign significance based on the Jerusalem sovereign
deposition of 607 BCE linked to the Israel/Judah/Davidic Kingdom covenant of God as the “appointed times of the nations” ending in 1914.
(Dan4:16,23,25,32; Luke21:24); T he initial fulfillment of Daniel 12 smaller scale timed prophetic periods (Dan12:7; 12:11; 12:12) marking
significant Kingdom meanings from 1914-1918, 1919-1922, and 1922-1926 ministerial manifestation was also developed and explained starting
upon 1914 Kingdom proclamation events.
T hus the end of the 2520 years “appointed times” led to the initial Messianic Kingdom “birth” ministry deployed as per solid prophecy – with 8th
King related world events also marking it’s significance. An overall framework was thus defendable in a progression of developmental features of
the Messianic Kingdom agency from Daniel 12′s timed periods initially fulfilling and underlying the applicable Kingdom ministerial Revelation 8-11
prophecy. (Dan7:25; Dan12:7; Rev11:2-3; Rev12:6,14; Rev13:5 parallels);
Revelation 8-11 had Revelation 15-16 parallels of seven trumpets and seven plagues in a preview of events that must have a final fulfillment cycle to
culmination in the future. Accordingly a prophetic replication of Daniel 12 and that Revelation “seven” sequence parallel was also being potentially,
but not fully revealed.
T hat comprehensive and proven timed framework and it’s sovereign milestones and meanings, it’s dual “kingdom” theme and it’s manifested
features, also provided a reliable linking of Daniel and Revelation structured sovereign prophetic outlines. Now Daniel and Revelation were also
progressing together to Armageddon upon marked global events in initial form. By the theme and timing in the first fulfillment of Daniel 12:7 1260
days of 1914-1918′s time signature, the Revelation 11-13 cross relation was solidly established as that co-related parallel prophecy
fulfilling. (Revelation 11:2-3, Revelation 12:6,14 and Revelation 13:5 all have a 1260 day time reference to Daniel 7:25 and Daniel 12:7);
T hat Kingdom hub of real meaning created a far greater sovereign picture into which other supporting prophetic details could then be linked
reliably from all the prophets for various applicable details. When that prophetic structured framework, with real world events of 1914-1919,
became backed even further in the 1945 2nd UN placement meaning, it became even more pronounced as valid when compared to the out-dated
interpretations and disconnected nature of Christendom’s theology. T hough from that overall context the IBSA separated, the overall difference in
understanding is astounding to those percieving the now big “world government” picture that now was surfacing.
That an 8th King designate “birth” also appeared in globalist diametric form as an intended human world rulership in an
international forum “nucleus” of the 8th Kingdom “image” of world government as the League of Nations, with the
Messianic Kingdom announcement, at roughly the same period of time, is of course in retrospect beyond coincidence.
T hus an 8th King and Messianic Kingdom completion parallel was thoroughly founded in prophecy and backed by world events in 8th King world
government development. T hat foundation provided a continual live and real-time responsibility for Jehovah’s witnesses to track prophecy
continually. Jehovah’s witnesses also were required to explain the supporting world events correctly as prophecy when they appeared on the world
scene in applicable fashion. T hus Jehovah’s witnesses were to be constantly providing the key meanings of prophecy and it’s described world events
which were guaranteed to continue to fulfill and to describe future 8th King and Messianic Kingdom developments beyond 1945; (Dan11:27-45;
Dan8:9-25; Rev16; Rev17);

B. Earthly Purpose of God Fully Explained
T he purpose of God to fulfill the Genesis 1:26-28 (Gen12:3; 22:17-18) Edenic blessing on earth as God’s “will done on earth” (Matt6:10; Eph1-3) by
means of Christ to circumvent the Edenic sin and sovereign rebellion issue was also made far clearer than the Christendom scenario of a mass
exodus from earth to heaven or hell. T hus the reality of the Messianic Kingdom guaranteed sovereign agency to fulfill that will of God also became
clearer as an earth centered requirement to eventually confront the sovereign problem stemming from the Edenic sovereign rebellion by sin.
Now the manifestation of the 8th King and Messianic Kingdom required final agencies’ respective proclamations claiming to be the world power to
fulfill God’s “will done on earth” also appeared at the same 1914-1919 timing and were noted as concurrent yet diametrically opposed as to which
world government would rule planet Earth. T hus the 8th King diametric will was set in complete opposition to the will of God clearly explained by
Jehovah’s witnesses amidst a Christendom endorsement of the globalist League of Nations as an “expression of God’s Kingdom on earth”.
T his clearly focused the reality of Christ the King and the Kingdom of God coming to earth (Matt6:10) as a real anticipated event among true
Christians, and what it would mean for the rival 8th King sovereignty was explicitly stated. (Dan2:31-45; Rev19:19-21); Jehovah’s witnesses used to
make it clear God’s Kingdom is not a globalist elite UN “expression of God’s Kingdom on earth” and Jesus Christ is not coming to join the United
Nations and that more than implied a sovereign global war with God, which was made clear in the JW ministry like no other ministry on earth.
Note: Now that ministerial tracking work has ended up as a foretold Bethel ministerial diversion endorsing the UN as UN NGO, as many again are
unaware of the true sovereign issue in dynamic development here currently swept under the Bethel rug aided by a dated prophetic exposition.
Now the original key feature of 8th King endorsement of the “man of lawlessness” in the adulterous Christendom cleric system of the initial
fulfillment identification amidst a divine judgment is repeating in final form in the Bethel United Nations endorsement as UN NGO indicating a
repetition of the initial cycle in final form.

C. Kingdom Development and the Universal Sovereign Issue Fully Explained
T hus the Kingdom of God progressive development in marked fulfillment and the world rulership issue was clarified fully in forms explained clearly

to in time become final world government entities progressively that resolve that sovereign issue in a final conflict related to the Armageddon
meaning with a final extended yet short warning period also identified at that time and after.

D. God’s Unique Supreme Identity Fully Explained
A clear distinction between God and His Son Jesus Christ was clearly made in Jehovah God’s Name describing the definitive unique Almighty God as
an individual person.

E. Jesus Christ’s Role in God’s Purpose Fully Explained
Jesus Christ’s role as God’s Word, messenger, anointed servant and King to carry out God’s will was also clearly defined from various Christendom
confusions.

F. The Christian Ministerial Responsibility Fully Explained
T he Kingdom and ministerial responsibility of Christian exclusive devotion and exclusive worship of God alone, by access through Jesus Christ’s
sacrifice as the only two persons to receive faith and trust was also clarified. As Christendom joined the League of Nations endorsement and true
Christians endorsed God’s Kingdom, the distinction was made clear. (T o be noted later, because that distinction was clear, but obscured in recent
times as the 1990 Bethel 3rd United Nations endorsement as UN NGO is now the modern JW “two masters” status. (Dan11:31b; Matt6:24; 24:15);

G. Prophetic Rival System Sovereign Progression Nearly Fully Explained
T hus what is a required tracking of Messianic Kingdom developments and 8th King developments in prophecy and world events with marked
developments to lead to a climax period of human history was set as an early Christian ministerial theme of the Jehovah’s Christian witnesses. But
now it is being fully identified as a derailed Christian ministry in modern Bethel loss of the 3rd UN meaning in prophecy since 1990 – thereby losing
the required focus of tracking that dual kingdom co-development in modern world events fulfilling prophecy and their parallel developments.
In that way the whole Biblical prophecy of final sovereign consolidation and the 8th King world developments to culminate in a final UN cycle
towards world government is not fully explained by this now fully diverted Jehovah’s witnesses’ ministry for the last twenty years.

H. World Rulership Conflict Principle Fully Explained
T hus two diametric “kingdom” sovereignties, in side by side concurrent development, was identified as was the assured global “Har-Magedon”
situational global location of that final sovereign resolution. (Rev16:12-18);

The Final Sovereign Climax Continuum Not Fully Explained
T hat this kingdom and world rulership dual development would progressively lead to the Armageddon climax in time was shown in conceptual form
in the initial fulfillment pattern of Daniel 12 and Revelation 8-11 parallels up to the understanding of that 1914-1918 period explained later. T hat
understanding is now suffering a loss of focus due to Bethel’s diversion campaign and organized signal apostasy. (2T hess2:3; Dan11:30-31;
Dan11:32a; Zech3:1-3);
Now since 1976 and nearly forty years of “gradually given over” (Dan8:12) internal Bethel compromise since then, led by the Governing Body
method of factional-to-full control, the JW ministry has warped with the Christian ministerial focus lost. T his resulted in time, “gradually”, in the
UN NGO covenant and all it implies in 8th King aiding promotion, deception and prophetic cover-up and further resulted in the last twenty full
years of missing Biblical commentary at Bethel regarding 8th King developments clearly fulfilling more prophecy since 1990 and the 3rd UN
placement of that time. (Dan11:31; Dan8:11-14, 23);
T hus it is not JWs “moving ahead” or in danger of “pushing ahead” but rather JWs having fallen far behind for at the least 20 years. JWs are now
fully behind the Biblical and world times as far as 8th King development amidst a Bethel spiritual lawlessness, organizational distraction and a
worldwide stumbling campaign actually fueled by this Bethel spiritual criminal activity and it’s public record spread globally on the
internet. (2Pet2:1-3);
In effect of the full 37 years since 1976 of this “Governing Body” centered subversion and transgression (Rev8:10-11), really that whole time period
(Rev8:12) is now a reflection of the JW progressive subversion into now full apostasy. Now the full JW communal “earth” (Rev8) apostasy is
enabled by Bethel’s organized means of administering it and concealing it to some, but not to all, at the same time as they develop and deploy it. It’s
connection to prophetic apostate signals was thereby delayed as long as Bethel could achieve. (1T im5:24-25);
Accordingly the 8th King tracking in it’s significant events since 1990 and the growing globalization-to-world-government awareness even in the
world’s research is all concealed understanding by Bethel policy. In that purposeful Bethel engineered 8th King developmental ignorance among
JWs, JWs are also incapable of explaining or proving the final cycle of 8th King development of the future (Dan11:42-45; Rev17:11-18), or it’s signal
development as the Daniel 11:30-41 merging continuum since 1990. JWs have been fully derailed into a modern ministerial irrelevance now stalled

in a perpetual 1970 merely parroted over and over again.
T hus JWs are incapable of explaining prophecy in final fulfillment properly and are in actual Bethel engineered error regarding Daniel 11:27-45
(King North as 8th King) and Daniel 8:9-25 (“small horn”, “King of Fierce Countenance” as 8th King) as an identical 8th King final phase of world
rulership development in those parallel prophecies. Now all sovereign prophecy of King North and the King of Fierce Countenance are actually
globalized world government meaning fully transcending Bethel’s national defined dead-end fictions, now both converging into their identical
globalist 8th King world government meanings and their final development and placement sequences – and Jehovah’s witnesses are none the wiser
and neither is the global ministerial audience.

Temple Judgment Unknown to JWs
T he coming timed temple judgment of Daniel 8:11-14 as consequence of the Daniel 8:13 UN NGO as that “transgression causing desolation” of
Daniel 11:31b placing of the “disgusting thing” as Bethel UN NGO, as co-developing with these lawless Bethel subversions, is also unknown to
Jehovah’s witnesses.
T hat Daniel 8:13-14 activates as 1Peter 4:17 as parallel of Revelation 8:3-5 final fulfillment commencing the final Revelation 8-11 final cycle
parallels is also unknown to modern Jehovah’s witnesses. All these prophetic certainties are covered up with WW2 era fictions as dated
interpretations by the Bethel apostate leaders. T hat Bethel has killed the real-time prophetic understanding so have they paralyzed JWs
understanding that prophecy continues to fulfill and in fact it must all replicate in final form in the near future as a live and real-time final set of
marked years as the 8th King final world government cycle currently hidden by this purposeful Bethel “theological” coma.
T hat the final judgment cycle starts upon Jehovah’s witnesses in the final 8th King cycle context of Daniel 11:42-45 is also unknown to Jehovah’s
witnesses. JWs think instead all prophecy of Daniel and Revelation has fulfilled “to the smallest detail”; (WT 6/15/2012 Article: JEHOVAH IS “A
REVEALER OF SECRET S”)
JWs are now sitting ducks, set up by apostate Bethel, for the 8th King first “trampling” of Daniel 8:13-14 coming soon as
the JW temple judgment significance; (1Pet4:17);
Now Bethel and the 8th King can present that temple desolation of Daniel 8:13 to JWs as premature Daniel 11:44 “the end of the world starting
brothers!” as the further deceptive premature “attack on Babylon the Great”, and most JWs will be none the wiser for quite some time; (Dan8:14;
Hos6:1-3; Isa37:30);

Current JW Status: The Final 8th King and Temple Judgment Cycle is not
Fully Explained
T hough the final cycle of prophecy and world events is contained in the first Kingdom and 8th King cycle of Daniel 12 of 1914-1926, merely
repeating in final form in the near future, with unique prophetic signals of:
1. Daniel 8:13-14 temple judgment of Jehovah’s witnesses and;
2. Daniel 11:42-45 final 8th King phase of global intrigues activating;
JWs are fully unaware of this reality.
Bethel subversion has created this spiritual retardation. T hus we have a loss of the 8th King UN tracking assignment by Bethel that developed after
the 1945 2nd UN placement was explained properly, leading to a now complete cover-up of the 1990 3rd and future 4th UN placements by Bethel
subversion.

CSI Bethel – The Unusual Suspect
T hus sometime after 1945 and a successful tracking of two UN prophetic developments the third UN placement of 1990 was concealed and ignored
with a signal UN NGO Bethel United Nations 8th King endorsement manifesting concurrently. (Dan11:31; 8:13; Matt24:15); T hat apostasy finally
surfaced in 1990 from an internal Bethel development predating that time in positioning (Dan8:11-13), empowered by foretold 8th King aided
anointed defection and infiltration (Dan11:30b-35, 41), as in time a Bethel subversion developed to the point of endorsing the UN 8th King as UN
NGO by 1990.
T hat UN NGO slick deception was then concealed until 2001 when exposed by an external news source conveniently timed with the 911 events
prior to that UN NGO exposé.
Covering up the Daniel 8 and 11 relative prophecies of that development, and covering up the King North (and King of Fierce Countenance) identity

as only possible in the 8th King in Daniel 11:30-45 and Daniel 8:11-25, all co-developed with this now ominous internal Bethel UN NGO
development.
We therefore ask: What happened to the JW ministry here in this brief time period?
As we put 2 and 2 together the “unusual suspect” in this case, to develop at Bethel between 1945 and 1990 approximately, is
of course the 1976 Bethel dictatorial coup by the “Governing Body” dictatorial development that sprung up and seized
Bethel control in this interim period.
T hat internal Bethel “cell” of unique and timely development was the new, potentially factionally controlled, and non-Biblical scripturally super
imposed “rule by committee” “Governing Body” method of Bethel JW ministerial guidance. T hat timely development amounts to a self-glorified,
self-appointed and specialized corporate “board of directors” – actually just a mythical “divine” “supreme council” – that went into progressive
anti-Christian group control after the Bethel ministry was in full successful operation formerly led by individual anointed Christian guidance in
Charles Russell, Joseph Rutherford, Nathan Knorr and Fred Franz.
T his new type of “committee” “guidance” at Bethel was therefore also unique in all JW history since 1914, but was sold off as an existing divine
entity dating back to the days of the apostles, and the early IBSA ministry – which is not the truth. (Acts 15:1-33 and Revelation 2-3 do not mention
any mythical “governing body” of apostolic “popes”; 2T hess2:1-4; 2Cor11:13-15); T he “governing body” is not a Biblical term or a divine entity as
well and had to be super-imposed and implied by consistently applied human rationale upon the one time Acts 15:1-33 Jerusalem emergency
circumcision clarification meeting to even install such an idea in the mass JW mind in error over decades. (2T hess2:11-12).
What began as an error is now the central root “the lie” of 2Thessalonians 2:11-12 as that very “governing” “body” concept
itself by which more lies entered the Christian ministry of that time to compound to today’s Bethel full blown “operation of
error” apostate ministry.
T he real “apostasy” is in Bethel not outside, hence Bethel’s use of external opposers fueled by their own brazen lawlessness helps to distract the
actual location of the apostasy “in the temple” at Bethel’s associated public locale of the JW ministry central administration.
In hindsight this experiment in “Governing Body” catastrophe in progress is the single worst failure of JW history from the inception of this “divine
body” that led to even more serious transgression and eventual full departure from the Christian ministry in time “gradually given over”. (Dan8:1113);
T he “governing body” invention and it’s Bethel installation by intrigue as a “supreme council” – or Bethel’s modern Papal-like “Lords of the Faith” –
is unique to 1976 and after in Jehovah’s witnesses, and that is telling for the critical UN supporting developments that soon followed. It’s method of
group rule and it’s dictatorial style was also unique to that fateful 1976 inception and after, as prior to that time the “body of the Christ” was
recognized as the only divine entity identified by God, Christ and the Bible.
T here simply is no such thing as the “governing body”, all divine authority is in Jesus Christ by God’s appointment and thus secondarily to his
“body” of anointed of which the 12 apostles were the first members upon faithful continuation of the responsibility by faith and obedience. When
Judas Iscariot defected a replacement was selected by God and in time that apostolic body ceased in existence as the continuing “body of the Christ”
continued the work by also God’s selection.
T he modern-day “Judas” “Governing Body” picture is all Bethel is actually indicating (2T hess2:3-4). T his is because never has and never will God
place an intermediary authority between Christ and his own “body” and sheep as the Governing Body has assumed and “lifted themselves” into such
an illegal intermediation with devastating results. God certainly will not set a group of UN servicing Bethel lawless ones over anointed Christians,
instead Bethel’s apostasy and “lawless one” shall fully fulfill the signal apostasy towards it’s temple purification expulsion signaling a final temple
judgment cycle. (Zech3:1-5; 2T hess2:3-4, 8);
Thus the “governing” “body” is actually a manmade additional body added later, whose very existence is naturally “set in
opposition” (2Thess2:4) to the “body of the Christ” which the so-called “Governing Body” claims to be the supreme
authority of. Thus Bethel is now a neo-papal system in reality, merely modified to fit the Bethel urban CEOs of the modern
Bethel corporations.

The Main Target of 8th King Coming First Trampling (Daniel 8:13-14)
And this is why modern Jehovah’s witnesses are the last point of Christian and world truth already diverted now, that is also the target of a full global
ministerial removal attempt indicated in the very apostasy active internally at Bethel. T he Daniel 8:1-14 prophecy guarantees an organizational
signal desolation of Jehovah’s witnesses.
If the 8th King leads an internal Bethel apostasy as per prophecy (Dan11:32a), with great evidence of critical compromise and transgression
(Dan8:13; Dan11:31), then we can know that strategic operation is not going to remain static, but this Bethel tool of lawlessness has a coup-de-grace
intention also indicated in more prophecy such as the whole book of Hosea, Micah, and most of Isaiah’s prophecy.
(T he “man of lawlessness” is also the “son of destruction” in Bethel’s cleric system, a betrayer manifestation climax in that symbolic meaning.

Zechariah 11 “flock meant for the killing” is now all Jehovah’s witnesses to be under the 8th King divinely permitted “trampling” desolation of Daniel
8:13 that the UN NGO has sealed in the JW organization; (Hos1:4-7); T he UN NGO is the Daniel 8:13 “transgression causing desolation”.);
T his article will further explain Jehovah’s witnesses initial valid sovereign description and progressively unfolding framework and it’s importance
classically developed in the JW worldwide ministry up to the appearance of and progressive gradual diversion centered in the Governing Body in
1976 and after in the Bethel signal apostasy. (Dan11:32a; 2T hess2:3);
T hat valid ministerial theme based on an ongoing Kingdom proclamation and it’s globally explanatory ministry paralleling two known UN
placements as the co-developing rival 8th King world rulership system has a point of known departure nearly concurrent with the operation of this
Governing Body dictatorship to also be explained further.
Jehovah’s witnesses were a valid Kingdom ministry until this modern Bethel diversion, now matured (Dan8:23), derailed
the modern JW ministry with great evidence mounting especially from the 1990 period total departure from the former
Jehovah’s witnesses Christian Kingdom ministry.
This is why the coming temple judgment coming upon Jehovah’s witnesses and the Bethel organizational center of
transgression and globally known ministerial claimant Christian anointed association, by the same 8th King planners who
have guided this apostasy as foretold by factional Christian anointed defection and infiltration at Bethel (Dan8:11-13;
Dan11:30-35) allows a UN NGO accounting, signal organizational “desolation” and the context of the foretold divine
removal of these apostates permanently from the final JW ministry.
In this way the coming 8th King planned “trampling” of Daniel 8:13 activation soon will allow 8th King intrigues to attempt to disrupt the JW
ministry while God uses that context by Christ (2T hess2:8; Zech3:1-5; Mal3:1-5) to cleanse Jehovah’s witnesses amidst that judgment fulfilling in
final signal form. In this way the Revelation 8 replication of the temple judgment meaning, starting the final prophetic cycle, will have to make
known (first four trumpets) the 8th King collusion and apostasy issues the Bethel ministry is attempting to hide, to bring those hidden issue out for
global exposure in the process of Daniel 8:13-14 timing of 1150 days or 2300 days of the temple judgment “evening” of desolation (Rev9″abyss”)
and it’s “morning” recovery phase.
In this way the Jehovah’s witnesses organized apostasy once matured and in coup-de-grace mode will instead work for the exposure of the 8th King
and it’s 3rd and 4th UN placement meaning being made fully known in the process of a final divine warning activating towards Har-Magedon’s final
sovereign resolution.
In this way the explained JW apostasy and it’s 8th King relationship forms the first chapter of the “little scroll” final Kingdom warning record to be
globally known in time after the temple judgment produces a valid ministerial clarification recovery. T his is why the Bethel apostates must be
removed by divine means fulfilling the commencement of final signal prophecy as a final cleansing temple judgment in the final 8th King fourth UN
world government phase of Daniel 11:42-45.
Jehovah’s witnesses may be fooled by the “picture perfect” grinning and acting Bethel and Governing Body “superfine apostles”, but God is not.
(2Cor11:13-15; Rev2:2; Zech3:1-3); It is a divine judgment and divine means of power, not human, that will account for and remove the Bethel
apostasy amidst a signal development of “prophetic proportions” coming on Jehovah’s witnesses first. (1Pet4:17).
Contrary to JW delusions, Babylon the Great’s religious institutional judgment does not start the final judgment cycle, it is at it’s end; (Rev16:12-19;
Rev17:11-18); Because Jehovah’s witnesses have stopped analyzing prophecy and world intrigues of modern times they have accepted the Bethel
engineered delusion and for this reason the prophecy describing the judgment and it’s context is now unknown to snoozing and overly busy
Jehovah’s witnesses. In this way the temple judgment will hit JWs like a “thief in the night”. (Matt25:5);

First Two United Nations 8th King Explanations – Live and Real-Time
1919-1945
1. League of Nations 1919 as Revelation 13:11-15 Fulfilling
T he initial Kingdom ministry of Christian clarification deployed in the 1914-1918 WW1 period forming. T his international world development and
worldwide Kingdom ministry led to a dual manifestation situation as not only did God’s Kingdom make a sovereign proclamation, but soon a
concurrent rival 8th King system also made a sovereign presentation and proclamation too culminating as the League of Nations globalized world
governmental “image”.
T hat was fully explained in prophecy as the1919 League of Nations “image of the wildbeast” by firstly and only the International Bible Students
(IBSA) in the time period of clarification after 1914-1918 events:
(Revelation 13:11-15) And I saw another wild beast ascending out of the earth, and it had two horns like a lamb, but it began

speaking as a dragon. 12 And it exercises all the authority of the first wild beast in its sight. And it makes the earth and those
who dwell in it worship the first wild beast, whose death-stroke got healed. 13 And it performs great signs, so that it should
even make fire come down out of heaven to the earth in the sight of mankind. 14 And it misleads those who dwell on the
earth, because of the signs that were granted it to perform in the sight of the wild beast, while it tells those who dwell on the
earth to make an image to the wild beast that had the sword-stroke and yet revived. 15 And there was granted it to give breath
to the image of the wild beast, so that the image of the wild beast should both speak and cause to be killed all those who
would not in any way worship the image of the wild beast.
(Revelation 13:11-15) And I saw another wild beast ascending out of the earth (from the established national systems), and it had
two horns like a lamb, but it began speaking as a dragon. (the Anglo-American globalist elite guidance system developing 8th King world
government) 12 And it exercises all the authority of the first wild beast in its sight. (the Rev13:1 national wildbeast progression of
Dan2,7,8) And it makes the earth and those who dwell in it worship the first wild beast (the nationalism primary worship
distraction), whose death-stroke got healed. (from WW1 recovery and League of Nations political and financial oversight from 1919;
Rev17:8 “admiration” principle reinforced by this first recovery as a formulaic principle of UN presentation acceptance) 13 And it performs
great signs, so that it should even make fire come down out of heaven to the earth in the sight of mankind. 14 And it
misleads those who dwell on the earth (distracts mankind from the Messianic Kingdom certainty), because of the signs that were
granted it to perform in the sight of the wild beast, while it tells those who dwell on the earth to make an image to the wild
beast (League of Nations world government nucleus, blueprint and international developmental forum) that had the sword-stroke and yet
revived. (the world war resolution “revival” hope aids the world government presentation in that world-war-to-world-government formulaic
effect) 15 And there was granted it to give breath to the image of the wild beast (the world government “picture” begins to be painted,
a world government begins to be built according to it’s “image”), so that the image of the wild beast should both speak (Anglo-American
globalist elite voice begins shaping world destiny towards world government; Rev16:13-16) and cause to be killed all those who would
not in any way worship the image of the wild beast. (in time this UN related “image” development must evolve into world government in
four UN cycles foretold in prophecy);
T oday many Christians besides Jehovah’s witnesses understand that prophecy can only be the 8th King designate as that League of Nations “image
of the wildbeast” initial manifestation after the WW1 period was resolved to highlight the need and validity of that foundational world government
organization. T he sovereign certainty of Daniel and Revelation prophecy of what that 1914-1918 period meant and was leading to was also affirmed
in hindsight of what a League of Nations really means as a sovereign rival world rulership – a true “new world order” concept and attempt
manifesting in final form. (Gen10-11);
T hus a major piece of required sovereign prophecy popped into reliable place after 1919 in the sovereign theme of progressive development
towards Armageddon in that key Revelation 13 fulfillment. It was made clear more fully after that time in what is seen now by some as the first
unmistakable symphony of the initial Messianic Kingdom “birth” proclamation ministry, with a world war scope tribulation (WW1; Dan12:1), and
an 8th King rival world governmental “birth” presentation as the League of Nations initial international forum of globalization of world power all in
the same approximate four years of development. (T hus for more than prophetic reasons, 1914-1919 is a well marked milestone in all human
history for more reasons than just prophecy fulfilling.);
More 8th King developments requiring exposition and prophetic explanation was to soon follow.

2. United Nations 1945 as Revelation 17:8-11 Fulfilling – The Initial Sovereign Picture is Fully
Founded in Revelation Meaning
T hus by the time the second United Nations (UN) related presentation manifested in 1945 after WW2, that event fulfilling prophecy could be seen
in foresight as well as hindsight, and that set the initial era of JW development of sovereign prophetic explanation upon a great verification of
Revelation 13 and 17 prophecy within about three decades (1914-1945), with two great forming world government presentations after two world
war periods were resolved into desired “world peace” statements and world recovery periods (Rev13:3; Rev17:8) as this world-war-to-worldgovernment cyclic and formulaic process, used by the forming 8th King for such UN presentations, was also becoming obvious.
(Revelation 17:8-11) T he wild beast that you saw was, but is not, and yet is about to ascend out of the abyss, and it is to go off
into destruction. And when they see how the wild beast was, but is not, and yet will be present, those who dwell on the earth
will wonder admiringly, but their names have not been written upon the scroll of life from the founding of the world.
9 “Here is where the intelligence that has wisdom comes in: T he seven heads mean seven mountains, where the woman sits
on top. 10 And there are seven kings: five have fallen, one is, the other has not yet arrived, but when he does arrive he must
remain a short while. 11 And the wild beast that was but is not, it is also itself an eighth [king], but springs from the seven,
and it goes off into destruction.
(Revelation 17:8) T he (globalization form; scarlet) wild beast that you saw was (League of Nations globalizing form of wildbeast 19191939), but is not (went down in 1939 and WW2), and yet is about to ascend out of the abyss (ascends as United Nations 1945 after
WW2), and it is to go off into destruction. (Daniel 11:30-45 final two UN placements); And when they see how the wild beast was
(League of Nations), but is not (WW2 impotence), and yet will be present (United Nations), those who dwell on the earth will wonder
admiringly, but their names have not been written upon the scroll of life from the founding of the world. (8th King presents
world government renditions after a world war is resolved for maximum positive “peace” and recovery effect) 9 “Here is where the
intelligence that has wisdom comes in: T he seven heads mean seven mountains (national power peaks over time), where the

woman sits on top. 10 And there are seven kings: five have fallen (Egypt, Assyria, Babylon, Medo-Persia, Greece), one is (Rome), the
other has not yet arrived (Anglo-American national power), but when he does arrive he must remain a short while. 11 And the
wild beast that was but is not, it is also itself an eighth [king] (globalist world power), but springs from the seven (national power
progression of Rev13:1; Dan2,7,8), and it goes off into destruction. (after 4th UN placement as full 8th King world government; Dan11:45;
Dan8:25; Dan12:11 final fulfillment);
T hat also defined the central theme of the opposing 8th King power system prophetic exposition for the JW ministry after 1945 UN events for an
initial valid ministry, well backed by world events continuing the Kingdom ministry and it’s reliable UN tracking prophetic awareness. It also
connects Daniel 2, 7, 8 and 11 sovereign progression from a national “seven headed” wildbeast formation to it’s totality as 8th King globalization
leading to world government.
National and globalist forms of government were being distinguished in this globalized formation of world government
foundations.
More 8th King developments requiring exposition and prophetic explanation after 1945 was to soon follow by 1990 – and this is when JWs
aborted the UN tracking ministry.
T hird United Nations Placement Falls of JW Radar
T hus the globalized nature of the 8th King beyond the mere UN “image” meaning and world government “nucleus” function, to in time form into an
additional worldwide scope of international based world rulership and world government, is a critical final detail of final 8th King development over
a required third and fourth and final phase as the 8th King would not remain static in 1945 United Nations levels of development.
And this whole post 1990 third UN development to eventually come in that 8th King progress is also what Bethel covers-up in addition to covered
up prophecy – and that breaks this awareness of required continuum. Bethel also deploys a dumbing-down campaign in the form of a non-existent
globalization commentary related to final 8th King world government development evidence.
Since 1970-1990, anything and everything 8th King and world government related is all concealed by Bethel with no public commentary to the
point of an engineered globalization ignorance so great and so long held among now fully backward minded Jehovah’s witnesses it must be
purposeful – In fact it is prophetic as well.
T his is why examining JW developmental details after 1945 is so important, (Rev2:2) because the 3rd UN manifestation (Dan11:31b) after a unique
WW3 Cold War (Dan1:29 unique world war) was resolved in 1990, is now not tracked by the Bethel ministry. And worse, they joined that 3rd UN
manifestation as UN NGO, a Bethel official UN co-promotional organization. And worse still, they cover up Daniel 8 and 11 8th King parallel
fulfilling developments for various forms of the Bethel WW2 era fictions, all at the same time. T hat Bethel also fulfills these critical apostasy codevelopments live and real-time with this 8th King cover-up is now required in the manifestation itself.
A major problem has developed internal to the JW organization and it’s Kingdom ministry now defunct. T hus post 1945 JWs, who used to expose
UN development as prophecy must contain the clues of the modern full Bethel diversion of that Kingdom ministry by 1990. It will be shown by such
subversion the final two of four UN placements are being purposely concealed by the Bethel organized apostates.
And that diversion climaxing in 1990 conceals the UN 1-2-3-4 guaranteed development continuum in prophecy to Armageddon, thus losing track of
that importance renders the modern JW ministry now invalid, in fact misleading – yet still fulfilling key prophecy now as signal Bethel apostasy and
the final modern “man of lawlessness” revealing in direct connection with the 8th King.

Final 8th King Cycle Connection
Understanding Revelation 17:8-11 as the expected second UN placement is crucial because it leads to a progressive finale development in time to
climax to the 3rd UN placement – prophetically, logically and historically. In time of the near future that JW unknown 3rd UN placement of 1990
as Daniel 11:31b must lead continuously (Dan11:36) to the now covered up 4th UN placement of Daniel 11:44-45 as this culmination below, of
Daniel 11:42-45 and Revelation 16:12-16 parallel final 8th King sovereign consolidation developments, culminates into 8th King world government
at the end of that future cycle:
(Revelation 17:12-18) “And the ten horns that you saw mean ten kings, who have not yet received a kingdom, but they do
receive authority as kings one hour with the wild beast. 13 T hese have one thought, and so they give their power and
authority to the wild beast. 14 T hese will battle with the Lamb, but, because he is Lord of lords and King of kings, the Lamb
will conquer them. Also, those called and chosen and faithful with him [will do so].” 15 And he says to me: “T he waters that
you saw, where the harlot is sitting, mean peoples and crowds and nations and tongues. 16 And the ten horns that you saw,
and the wild beast, these will hate the harlot and will make her devastated and naked, and will eat up her fleshy parts and will
completely burn her with fire. 17 For God put [it] into their hearts to carry out his thought, even to carry out [their] one
thought by giving their kingdom to the wild beast, until the words of God will have been accomplished. 18 And the woman
whom you saw means the great city that has a kingdom over the kings of the earth.”

(Revelation 17:11-18) And the wild beast that was but is not, it is also itself an (globalist) eighth [king], but springs from the
seven (national power progression), and it goes off into destruction. 12 “And the ten horns that you saw mean ten (national)
kings, who have not yet received a kingdom, but they do receive authority as kings one hour with the (globalist) wild beast.
13 T hese have one thought (sovereign expansion and or preservation), and so they give their (national based) power and authority to
the (globalist apex forming) wild beast. 14 T hese will battle with the Lamb, but, because he is Lord of lords and King of kings,
the Lamb will conquer them. Also, those called and chosen and faithful with him [will do so].” 15 And he says to me: “T he
waters that you saw, where the harlot is sitting, mean peoples and crowds and nations and tongues. 16 And the ten horns
(national powers) that you saw, and the wild beast (globalist power), these will hate the harlot and will make her devastated and
naked, and will eat up her fleshy parts and will completely burn her with fire. (absorbing religious sovereignty and assets) 17 For
God put [it] into their hearts to carry out his thought, even to carry out [their] one thought by giving their (national based)
kingdom to the (globalist ascendant) wild beast, until the words of God will have been accomplished. 18 And the woman whom
you saw means the great city that has a kingdom over the kings of the earth.” (the target religious sovereignty);
Which sovereign 8th King climax parallels this finale consolidation of international globalized world power as the parallel final progression to HarMagedon:
(Revelation 16:12-16) And the sixth one poured out his bowl upon the great river Euphrates, and its water was dried up, that
the way might be prepared for the kings from the rising of the sun. 13 And I saw three unclean inspired expressions [that
looked] like frogs come out of the mouth of the dragon and out of the mouth of the wild beast and out of the mouth of the
false prophet. 14 T hey are, in fact, expressions inspired by demons and perform signs , and they go forth to the kings of the
entire inhabited earth, to gather them together to the war of the great day of God the Almighty. 15 “Look! I am coming as a
thief. Happy is the one that stays awake and keeps his outer garments, that he may not walk naked and people look upon his
shamefulness.” 16 And they gathered them together to the place that is called in Hebrew Har–Magedon.
(Revelation 16:12-16) And the sixth one poured out his bowl upon the great river Euphrates (Parallels 6th trumpet), and its water
was dried up, that the way might be prepared for the kings from the rising of the sun. (Babylon the Great being set-up for
Revelation 17:15-17 parallel events by removal of human defenses (Rev17:15)) 13 And I saw three unclean inspired expressions [that
looked] like frogs come out of the mouth of the dragon and out of the mouth of the wild beast and out of the mouth of the
false prophet. (complete 8th King globalist influence culminating ) 14 T hey are, in fact, expressions inspired by demons and perform
signs (globalization is the main “gathering” principle and development to lead to world government m power consolidation), and they go
forth to the (national) kings of the entire inhabited earth (culminating in this final period), to gather them together (globalization to
world government) to the war of the great day of God the Almighty. (the earthly sovereign resolution, parallels Revelation 17:12-18 and
Daniel 11:42-43 culminations into globalist 8th King power as world government) 15 “Look! I am coming as a thief. Happy is the one
that stays awake and keeps his outer garments, that he may not walk naked and people look upon his shamefulness.” 16 And
they gathered them (by Dan11:42-43 and Rev17:11-17 8th King wealth and power globalization consolidations) together (into final 8th King
world government globalist unification symbolized in completion by 4th UN “placement” and proclamations; parallel Dan11:45; Dan8:25) to the
place that is called in Hebrew Har–Magedon. (Joel 3:9-17; Zeph3:8-9; Dan2:31-45);
And all that final 8th King world power consolidation to result in actual 8th King world government including but not
limited to the United Nations core “image” will culminate in the coming Daniel 11:42-45 final King North/8th King UN cycle
of the near future.
T hus those progressive developments with plenty of specialized research now available to illustrate financial, military and government evolutions
supporting globalization as a progressive process leading to final world government “crystallization”, are now also concealed from Bethel teaching.
T hat purposeful retarding of JW world globalization understanding further aids concealment of 8th King world governmental development since
1990, and it’s final stages of globalization as a process requiring a final phase of development to also be shown foretold by prophecy – and it is
logical in now four total UN developments in world history and in prophecy. (Jehovah’s witnesses do not explain the United Nations will have had
four total developmental presentations the last of which will be over a fourth and final cycle as 8th King complete and stated world government.
(Dan8:25; 11:45; 12:11; 1T hess5:1-3);
Accordingly that diversion of JW understanding, in marked manner since 1990, has also truncated the JW awareness of the final 3rd and 4th UN
placement continuum of Daniel 11:30-45 that provides the developmental background since 1990 of those final two UN developments to
culmination as evidenced in globalization developments in many sectors of world power.
It also disconnects the cyclic first two UN placements of 1919 and 1945 from this required connection to Daniel 11:31, as a required continuum
from 3rd to 4th placement (Dan11:36) that could be now easily recognized as four UN placements foretold in Bible prophecy. ((1) 1919 Rev13:1115; Dan12:11 (first) (2) 1945 Rev17:8-11; (3) 1990 Dan11:31; (4) Future Dan11:45; Dan8:25; Dan12:11 (final));
T he final 4th UN world developmental drive to full world government of Daniel 11:42-45 (over a number of final years) is also concealed as to
modern and future significance by this Bethel based subversion aided by erred theological interpretation of Daniel 8 and 11 as WW2 era and USSR
misapplications as the primary smokescreen to conceal the 1990 3rd UN placement significance in prophecy and world globalization developments
that followed as actually 8th King events.
Worldwide Financial Compromise

T hus as multi-hundred-trillion dollar worldwide national debt and unfunded liabilities set-up a global financial meltdown of some sort aiding the
Daniel 11:42-43 8th King wealth globalization process soon to activate with this modern evidence in global statistics, Bethel says absolutely nothing
regarding this obvious connection of modern national debt compromise and future prophetic meaning in this straightforward 8th King prophecy:
(Daniel 11:42-43) And he (8th King/King North) will keep thrusting out his hand against the (national) lands; and as regards the
land of Egypt (collective national powers; King South “capital”), she (feminized King South) will not prove to be an escapee. (captured by
globalist power intrigues of first a financial nature:) 43 And he will actually rule over the hidden treasures of the gold and the silver
and over all the desirable things of Egypt. (Thus 8th King/King North rules the world wealth, wealth system and all “desirable things” of
collective global national “Egypt” “King South” powers in full globalist progressive ownership);
All these developments must occur in that Daniel 11:42-45 future final portion fulfilling in the overall Daniel 11:30-45 3rd
and 4th UN placement continuum now concealed by apostate Bethel.
Now even modern current financial developments and events globally reported and seen (Luke21:25) have no meaning to Bethel’s purposely dated
8th King and globalization commentary. A worldwide national finance and monetary meltdown opens the way to an 8th King globalized financial
“solution” implied in Daniel 11:42-43 explicit meaning yet Bethel has “no comment” on these kinds of now obvious matters.

Critical Diversion Point in 1990 Third United Nations Placement Time
Period
T his prophecy contains Bethel apostasy developmental details that actually lead in time to the 1990 3rd UN placement as the apostate Bethel
background development that has also obvious 8th King (King North) planning connections and strategy to cover-up this UN progress from
prophetic exposure on the world scene in the JW ministry:
(Daniel 11:30-31) “And he will actually go back and hurl denunciations against the holy covenant and act effectively; and he
will have to go back and will give consideration to those leaving the holy covenant. 31 And there will be arms that will stand
up, proceeding from him; and they will actually profane the sanctuary, the fortress, and remove the constant [feature]. “And
they will certainly put in place the disgusting thing that is causing desolation.
(Daniel 11:30-31) “And he (8th King/King North) will actually go back and hurl denunciations against the holy covenant and act
effectively (produces a successful operation Dan8:12b); and he (8th King) will have to go back and will give consideration to those
leaving the holy covenant. (anointed core defection at Bethel aids internal 8th King access) 31 (Bethel subversion:) And there will be
arms that will stand up (at Bethel; Dan11:41; Luke21:20), proceeding from him (8th King planners); and they (collusion) will actually
profane the sanctuary, the fortress, and remove the constant [feature]. (3rd UN placement 1990:) “And they (team effort) will
certainly put in place the disgusting thing that is causing desolation. (3rd UN placement, 1990; UN NGO, 1991, at Bethel; Matt24:15;
Dan8:13 “transgression causing desolation”);
T he key clues are as identified by the Bible prophecy itself by prophetic details able to be compared to the accurate world events the prophecy is
depicting to reveal the actual fulfillment that fits ALL the prophetic criteria of Daniel 11:27-45, or any portion of it like Daniel 11:30-31; T his Bethel
ministerial diversion point and it’s 1990 timing is critical in understanding the internal Bethel JW ministerial subversion operation and it’s 8th King
concealment objective and will be described in more detail in this article supporting the rationale covered above;

Main Bethel Apostate Signal Development Details – The Diverted Prophecy Describes it’s Own
Transgressors Live and Real-Time
T his Bethel apostate root identification is helped by the fact that the prophetic truth the Governing Body are originally diverting attention away
from in purposeful error also contains the prophecy of the diversion itself – in addition to several other informative details explicitly related to 8th
King developmental covered up by the Governing Body in explicitly described joint operations with the 8th King;
(Daniel 11:30-31) “And he will actually go back and hurl denunciations against the holy covenant and act effectively; and he
will have to go back and will give consideration to those leaving the holy covenant. 31 And there will be arms that will stand
up, proceeding from him; and they will actually profane the sanctuary, the fortress, and remove the constant [feature].
T his key to identifying the Bethel subversion operation features and it’s matching evidence is in the Daniel 11 divine prophecy itself, identifying:
(1.) Where the apostasy originates and the interests it serves; (2.) How the diversion and transgression develops; (3.) What it is doing in serious
transgressions while the prophecy is being fulfilled and why; (4.) and by who and why the apostasy is developed – prophetic details Identify ALL
T HREE parties of the transgression and the diversions as acting T OGET HER while in fulfillment:
(Daniel 11:30b) . . .(1) “And he (8thKing/King North globalist) will actually go back (in the three world war cycles) and hurl
denunciations against the holy covenant (only in Christian anointed among Jehovah’s witnesses at this post 1919 time) and act

effectively (continual success – see Daniel 11:36b; Dan8:12b); (2) and he will have to go back and will give (unique/specialized)
consideration to those (JW Christian anointed defectors) leaving (defection in progress, not possible in Christendom) the holy covenant.
(anytime developing after 1919 determination of holy covenant location); (3) And there will be (infiltrator subversion) arms that will stand
up (internal to Bethel; Dan11:41; Luke21:20), proceeding from him; (8th King/King North globalists) and (4) they (team effort with the
Governing Body network) will actually profane the sanctuary (temple arrangement internally compromised with UN NGO pollutions;
2Thess2:3-4), the fortress (JW organization internally compromised), and remove the constant [feature]. (Truth profaned first and
“removed” as acceptable to God, as covered here in this Governing Body misinformation campaign; This must become a literal event of JW
ministerial cessation of the first 8th King “trampling” of Dan8:13);
T he climax of that 8th King developed Bethel internal apostasy “consideration” and pre-positioning internal to Bethel results in the Bethel UN NGO
at the same time as the third UN placement of 1990:
T he UN 3rd Placement of 1990-1991
(Daniel 11: 31b) “And T HEY (8th King and Bethel collusion) will certainly put in place the disgusting thing (8th King and Bethel
collusion) will certainly put in place the disgusting thing that is causing desolation. (Placed in world as United Nations “New World
Order” objective, 1990; placed at Bethel as UN NGO in 1991; Matt24:15);

2 T hessalonians 2:3 Parallel “Apostasy” Connection
And that development continues to compound as actual “King of the North” (8th King) strategists lead a gradual (Dan8:12) and compounding Bethel
apostasy through this core anointed defection headed by the Governing Body apostate guidance front group, leading to the Bethel and factional
subversion development:
(Daniel 11:32a) “And those who are acting wickedly against [the] covenant (which can be any JW now), he (8thKing/King North)
will lead into apostasy** (2Thess2:3) by means of smooth words… (modern Watchtowers are a good example of “smooth worded” error
– this scripture connects the 8th King to Bethel’s systemic apostate development.)
(2 T hessalonians 2:3-4) . . .Let no one seduce you in any manner (such as Bethel), because it (temple judgment signal to start the
overall judgment; 1Pet4:17) will not come unless the apostasy** comes first and the man of lawlessness gets revealed (signalling
the final judgment cycle), the son of destruction. 4 He is set in opposition… (and at Bethel in apostasy, and in modern form as the
Bethel/Governing Body “man of lawlessness” composite – that prerequisite is now fully being met, and a Bethel engineered global reproach
campaign is also part of the signal apostate development; (2Pet2:1-3; Zech3:1-3));

Modern Final Temple Judgment Parallel
T hus the temple judgment that the Bethel apostasy is signaling is the Daniel 8:11-14 developmental parallel to Daniel 11:30-31 events – also being
covered up by Bethel in this process with the same WW2 era erred interpretive diversion:
(Daniel 8:11-12) And all the way to the Prince of the army it put on great airs, and from him the constant [feature] was taken
away, and the established place of his sanctuary was thrown down. 12 And an army itself was gradually given over, together
with the constant [feature], because of transgression; and it kept throwing truth to the earth, and it acted and had success.
(Daniel 8:11-12) . . .And all the way to the Prince of the army it put on great airs, and from him the constant [feature] was
taken away, and the established place (Bethel JW worldwide organization) of his sanctuary was thrown down. 12 And an (JW
worldwide) army itself was gradually given over (to 8th King infiltrative control), together with the constant [feature] (imbibed with
misinformation), because of transgression; (UN NGO and other sins permits allowance of the compromise by removed divine blessing and
discernment while fulfillment of prophecy is effected for greater future purpose); and it kept throwing truth to the earth (cover up,
misinformation), and it acted and had success. (Dan11:30 “act effectively” completely successful unlike anything World War 2 produced in
ultimate failure when compared to this 8th King engineered intelligence and subversion operation deployed through the Governing Body and
installed Bethel agents);
(Daniel 11:31b) “And they will certainly put in place the disgusting thing that is causing desolation. (United Nations in New
World Order mode 1990; Bethel UN NGO 1991); (Compare Daniel 8:13 “transgression causing desolation” to this termed “disgusting thing that is
causing desolation” and it is obvious they are related in Bethel transgression (Dan11:31b) leading to Bethel desolation (Dan8:13-14) soon as
judgment permitted for this transgression);
Accordingly all those developments lead to a required judgment and purification in modern final form.

Modern Temple Judgment

(Daniel 8:13-14) And I got to hear a certain holy one speaking, and another holy one proceeded to say to the particular one
who was speaking: “How long will the vision be of the constant [feature] and of the transgression causing desolation, to make
both [the] holy place and [the] army things to trample on?” 14 So he said to me: “Until two thousand three hundred evenings
[and] mornings; and [the] holy place will certainly be brought into its right condition.”
T emple Indictment as UN NGO “T ransgression” Related (Matt24:15);
(Daniel 8: 13) And I got to hear a certain holy one speaking, and another holy one proceeded to say to the particular one who
was speaking: “How long will the vision be of the (profaned and subverted) constant [feature] (of JW ministerial offerings) and of the
transgression causing desolation (UN NGO alliance and co-promotions fulfilling Daniel 11:31b), to make both [the] holy place (temple
“established place”; Dan8:11) and [the] (JW worldwide) army things to trample on?” (in a first 8th King “trampling” “attack” aided temple
desolation “fire” of Zechariah 3:2 and Revelation 8:3-5 starting the final prophetic cycle);
T imed T emple Judgment Period
(Daniel 8: 14) So he said to me: “Until two thousand three hundred evenings [and] mornings; and [the] holy place will
certainly be brought into its right condition.” (Temple purification completed in this time period parallel Zechariah 3:4-5, Revelation 8:15);
Obviously a temple judgment and explicit purification “right condition” is a far more major event than the Daniel 8:11-14 1930′s (1958 Daniel
commentary) or 1940′s era (Daniel 1999 commentary) minor organizational adjustments applied to this significant major prophecy. Even Bethel
waffles on the meaning of this prophecy between 1958 and 1999 indicating the current “interpretation” is an engineered smokescreen developed
along with the Daniel 11:27-45 Germany/Nazi Germany/USSR “King North” fiction.
T emple Judgment T iming Verification
If each Daniel 8:14, 26 “evening” and “morning” unit apply to the 2300 unit count individually this is 1150 days minimum temple judgment period;
If this is 2300 “days” as “evening and morning” defined day, half of it may very well be in “evening” further bedarkened condition (Hos6:1-3),
leading to “morning” recovery of that symbol of “constant feature” sacrifice removed, cleansed, and recovered, in this potential 2300 day temple
judgment period completing the temple judgment objective; (T his activates Revelation 8, as Revelation 8-11 as temple judgment parallel);

UN 1-2-3-4 Prophecy Tracking Broken
T hat JW ministry and prophecy exposition diversion described above allows this 8th King progression prophecy of the near future activation, cited
below, to fall from the UN tracking of Jehovah’s witnesses’ ministry since the 3rd UN placement (1990; Dan11:31) for the current deceptive USSR
“King North” truncation and fiction concerning all of Daniel 11:30-45 actual 8th King developments:
(Daniel 11:42-45) And he (8th King as King North) will keep thrusting out his hand against the lands; and as regards the land of
Egypt, she will not prove to be an escapee. 43 And he will actually rule over the hidden treasures of the gold and the silver
and over all the desirable things of Egypt. And the Libyans and the Ethiopians will be at his steps. 44 “But there will be
reports that will disturb him, out of the sunrising and out of the north, and he will certainly go forth in a great rage in order
to annihilate and to devote many to destruction. 45 And he will plant his palatial tents between [the] grand sea and the holy
mountain of Decoration; and he will have to come all the way to his end, and there will be no helper for him.
And thus the whole UN continuum of development after 1945 is lost:
Preached by JWs:
UN 1. Placement 1 – 1919; Post World War 1; Revelation 13:14-15; (Daniel 12:11; first fulfillment)
UN 2. Placement 2 – 1945; Post World War 2; Revelation 17:8-11;
Not Known or Preached by JWs:
UN 3. Placement 3 – 1990; Post Cold World War 3; Daniel 11:31b; (Covered Up as Daniel 11:3-45 continuum);
UN 4. Placement 4 – Future; Post World War 4; Daniel 11:44-45 8th King entity parallel Daniel 8:23-25 as Daniel 12:11 final fulfillment);
T hus instead, while in deception by this diversion, JWs expect a premature “end of the world”, an overly advanced and premature Daniel 11:44
activation in some King North form of Bethel misapplication, and an out-of-sync bypass of the final 8th King globalization process itself to develop
next. Instead, in reality, a final 8th King world-tribulation-to-world-government globalization culmination cycle is starting to progress to world
government in a final phase of world developments and prophecy just beginning, not ending, as per the current Bethel JW delusion.
JWs are now set up for a full bewildering, total derailment, and ministerial destruction attempt in that final cycle that must go on for some years,
certainly not the “instant end of the world” JWs are misled to anticipate next.

Next: The Final 8th King World Government Phase Commencement of
Daniel 11:42-43 World Finance Globalization Process
T he next set of 8th King world intrigues is now unknown to JWs and the ministerial global audience:
(Daniel 11:42-43) And he (8th King/King North) will keep thrusting out his hand against the (national) lands; and as regards the
land of Egypt (collective national powers; King South “capital”), she (feminized King South) will not prove to be an escapee. (captured by
globalist power intrigues of first a financial nature:) 43 And he will actually rule over the hidden treasures of the gold and the silver
and over all the desirable things of Egypt. (Thus 8th King/King North rules the world wealth, wealth system and all “desirable things” of
national “Egypt” “King South” powers in full globalist progressive ownership);
T hat wealth and power financial globalization sovereign certainty in time leads to the Daniel 11:44-45 8th King world government culmination.

Final 8th King World Government Completion
(Daniel 11:44) . . .“But there will be reports (Rev10-11 “little scroll” recovered ministry messages) that will disturb him (8th King going
into world government totality), out of the sunrising and out of the north, and he will certainly go forth in a great rage (Dan8:25;
Rev11:7) in order to annihilate and to devote many to destruction. (Dan8:25 “bring many to ruin during a freedom from care” parallel
with 1Thess5:1-3 world “peace and security” period of 8th King world government placement (Dan12:11 final fulfillment);

As is the fact this can only be an 8th King final world governmental event globally:
(Daniel 11:45) And he will plant his palatial tents between [the] grand sea and the holy mountain of Decoration; (plural palatial
“tents” as earthly symbolism of UN distributed world government in 4th UN placement; parallel Daniel 12:11 final fulfillment) and he will have
to come all the way to his end (Armageddon denunciation of Dan11:36), and there will be no helper for him. (King North as 8th King
deposed (Dan7:26; 8:25);
(Daniel 12:11) “And from the time that the constant [feature] has been removed (in second two witnesses deposition of Rev11:7) and
there has been a placing of the disgusting thing that is causing desolation (in fourth and final 8t King UN world government
placement; Dan11:45; 8:25), there will be one thousand two hundred and ninety days.
Thus the final 8th King world government placement, the selective destruction phase, and the final “two witnesses”
ministerial cessation are all interlinked as 8th King fourth and final cycle climax events to unfold at the end of the final
cycle in some concurrent fashion. And this awareness to be revealed prior to Armageddon is why the JW “temple” system
is to be judged, desolated and purified first in the process.

Bethel Foretold Final Apostasy and Lawlessness Now Identified as Cause
of JW Ministerial Subversion – A Required Divine Judgment
and Ministerial Truth Recovery is Signaled
Accordingly from that actual prophetic sequence notable since 1990 with great evidence of Bethel subversion the formerly accurate and valid JW
ministry tracking of two UN prophetic developments from after 1919 and up through 1945, parallel to the ongoing Kingdom ministry, is now
derailed fully. From former apostate supporting positioning, to the 1990 Bethel led diversion becoming more obvious over time through more and
more Bethel purposeful error and cover up, the original Christian ministry now derailed must be divinely re-connected to the 3rd and 4th UN
placement reality we are now actually in.

Temple Judgment Requirement Now Understood
T his final apostasy at Bethel indicates the final cycle is already started in that signal dimension in hidden ways being revealed more clearly that will
lead to the final temple judgment phase as a further signal activation. T he apostasy now, and the temple judgment later, are and will continue
forming global signals of the final cycle activation.
T hat coming temple judgment on now a JW ministry in clear apostasy requiring a final purification will start the final prophetic cycle to
Armageddon, identifying more prophecy and world event milestones enroute to final world judgment, the temple judgment timing (Dan8:14) and
overall timing (Dan12:7; 12:11), and the temple purification meaning (Rev8) of a ministerial clarification and recovery (Rev9-10) to result from the
temple judgment desolation and final pre-Armageddon cleansing. (1Pet4:17; Dan8:13-14; Rev8:3-5; Mal3:1-5; Zech3:1-5; 2T hess2:8);

Kingdom Ministerial Recovery Required and Guaranteed by Prophecy
Since the Bethel apostasy is successfully diverting (Dan11:30b-31; Dan8:12) the former valid exposition of Messianic Kingdom and 8th King UN
parallel development as prophecy and world events with modern developmental progressive fulfillment ignored and covered-up (Dan8:12b) a
ministerial recovery is needed and foretold as such. Examples of subversion, such as the Bethel apostasy itself (Dan11:32a; 2T hess2:3-4) concealed,
Bethel’s UN NGO alliance (Dan11:31b; Dan8:13; Matt24:15) concealed, key UN and globalization milestones (Dan11:36-39; Dan40-41) ignored, and
a historic 3rd UN placement marker of 1990 concealed, that Christian ministry must be recovered prior to Armageddon for a valid final warning
and final Kingdom completion proclamation.
Thus Bethel’s foretold serious apostasy signals the final temple judgment and cleansing cycle.
Accordingly a temple judgment desolation (Zech3:2; Rev8:3-5; Dan8:13) will provide a purification (Dan8:14; Zech3:4-5) of the now diverted
Kingdom ministry by an anointed Christian judgment marked (1Pet4:17) and timed in prophecy (Dan8:14), to become a commencing signal and
world event final cycle (Dan11:42-45; Rev8-11; Rev16) as the global context of the final 8th King cycle. Into that world changing period beginning,
not ending yet, the Bethel “established place” associated temple environment of that former valid ministry is to be judged as the 8th King final cycle
is beginning to remove the apostasy and it’s core deceptions while creating a great world signal preceding Armageddon.
T his initial desolating event (Dan8:13; Rev8:3-5; Zech3:2) of the JW organizational and currently profaned and deceptive ministry is to clarify the
final truth prior to the final warning (Rev9-11) officially deploying as the final 1260 day Kingdom proclamation and warning of Revelation 11′s
repeating “two witnesses” final world ministry.

Final Warning to Develop
In the ministerial recovery, to eventually explain the very things the Bethel subversion is concealing, will come forth the final prophetic framework
completion that must progress to the Messianic Kingdom and 8th King approximate concurrent completions of the future for their final sovereign
resolution at Armageddon. In time a final 1260 day final warning period, marked enroute and afterwards by more 8th King and Messianic Kingdom
milestones prior to Armageddon, will be fully described live and real-time accurately after the temple judgment. T he temple judgment explanation
as prophecy starts the final exposition of Kingdom clarification.
A related important objective of this clarification is to establish the 8th King developmental progression of the final two UN placements in prophecy
from 1990 UN 3rd placement event meaning as reconnecting to the point of the first two UN placements to 1945 formerly tracked properly by the
JW worldwide ministry. T hat UN 1-2-3-4 progression to be created properly from this update is crucial since the 4th and final UN progress and
placement is what marks the world trajectory to Armageddon and will be in progress as the final Kingdom warning deploys.
T he final warning recovery period will also deploy an accelerated and progressive final Messianic Kingdom completion phase sovereign
proclamation (Rev10-11 “little scroll” sovereign proclamation of judgment), into a world tribulatory period developing again (Dan12 repeating), but
in final form, leading to the 4th UN placement (Dan11:42-45) as in the 1914-1918 Christian Kingdom birth phase ministerial principle that deployed
at that time into WW1, and that arrived at the first UN related placement of 1919 as the League of Nations fulfilling Revelation 13:11-15 as Daniel
12:11′s first fulfillment.
T hat main pattern that manifested finally as the League of Nations in 1919 will simply repeat and manifest finally into the 8th King 4th UN
placement as complete world government and it’s United Nations “image of the wildbeast” together in final complete 8th King form (and final “world
peace” sovereign statement and claims; 1T hess5:1-3) upon the Daniel 12 timed periods formerly demonstrated in the original Kingdom ministry of
1914-1918 (Dan12:7) and 1919-1922 (Dan12:11);
In the unique final cycle completion as Daniel 11:42-45, those developments must merge as final unique 8th King events
into Daniel 12 replicating in final form “during that time”. (Dan12:1);
Accordingly the final recovered Kingdom ministerial period will replicate the 1914-1918 initial Daniel 12 pattern and the initial fulfillment meaning
of the applicable Revelation prophecies (Rev8-11; Rev16) concerning sovereign Kingdom completions in also final form. Revelation 8-11 and
Revelation 15-16 also must replicate in fulfillment in the same principle of final completion.

8th King World Sovereignty and World Peace Must Come Before Armageddon Divine War
Rather than an “end of the world” next as per the Bethel cleverly engineered delusion, the 8th King will use world tribulation to be resolved a final
time into a believable, admirable (Rev13:3; 17:8), and actual world peace, “freedom from care”, and international worldwide recovery period of
8th King world government as fully globalized world “power and authority” culminate into actual world government. (Rev17:11-18; Isa41;
Dan8:25; 1Thess5:1-3);
And that final multi-year prophetic cycle to result in a 4th world tribulation and recovery, as per the 8th King formulaic use of world war to resolve
into world government “disgusting thing” placement, is what Bethel endeavors to conceal as long as possible even into the beginning of this final
cycle in the temple judgment desolation period timed in Daniel 8:14.

T he Daniel 8:13-14 JW temple judgment (Rev8 parallel), meaning, and timing is the final prophetic cycle commencement signal to be seen by these
foretold events to initiate Revelation 8-11′s progressive fulfillment.
In this way the final few years of the world system final development to 8th King world government can provide the
worldwide context of a full final divine Kingdom warning. In basic terms as the United Nations begins making final world
government statements of intent to the final form of world “peace and security” sovereign statement period (1Thess5:1-3),
such globally seen developments can gauge Christ’s actual arrival before Armageddon. (Matt24:29-31; Rev6:12-17 manifest
into that 8th King “world peace” period as Daniel 12:11 commencement and final progression to Armageddon.);
Christ cannot arrive to complete the Messianic Kingdom 144000 until after the required 8th King global; sovereignty has completed and stated
itself as “king of the world”. At which time God and Jesus Christ will depose the 8th King permanently. (Dan7:25-26; Dan8:25; Dan11:44-45;
Rev19:11-21; Dan2:31-45);

Key Issues of World Rulership as Final Globalization Process to Become Primary Issue
Now the very 8th King and globalization developmental issues leading to 8th King world government, now being covered up by the Bethel apostate
subversion by purposeful operations shown in prophecy, will become the main focus of those prophetic clarifications. T hus the 8th King completing
world government certainty and the Messianic Kingdom completion certainty again will be the primary focus of that part of the clarification to
emerge from the temple judgment purification (Dan8:13-14 as Rev8-9) as a global 1260 day final warning commenced and timed by God. (Rev1011; Dan12:7);
Examining Revelation 8′s final temple judgment and initial trumpet meanings aids understanding the temple judgment meaning and it’s explanation
in that final warning period of 1260 days; (Dan12:7 and Rev11:1-7 repeating in final form);

Revelation 8-11 Final Fulfillment – Revelation 8 Final Fulfillment is
Temple Judgment and It’s Eventual Divine Pronouncements in First Four
Trumpet Meaning
T he import and logic that 1914-1918′s fulfillment period and afterwards did not produce a final fulfillment reality of Christ’s absolute world and
universal rulership, but a warning preview of it. T his means a final fulfillment manifestation of the same prophecies will now occur as the initial
fulfillment preview meanings of Revelation’s applicable repeating prophecies activates in final fulfillment actuality over the final fulfillment final
invitation and warning period. Noting the dual fulfillment of Revelation 8-11 and Revelation 15-16 occurring over Daniel 12′s similar replication
aids understanding this final cycle.
T he unique temple judgment meaning and timing of Daniel 8:13-14 is what activates Revelation 8 in final fulfillment. T his must occur in the actual
final 8th King a King North phase of Daniel 11:42-45 of the near future merging into Daniel 12 “during that time” of this final 8th King cycle to world
government. T hus Revelation 8 first four trumpets must reveal the temple judgment meaning to Jehovah’s witnesses for fifth and sixth trumpet
deployment for the world’s explanation of the final cycle of prophecy that has activated in that temple judgment and final 8th King cycle. T hat fifth
and sixth trumpet recovery from the “abyss” of the temple desolation for the UN NGO “transgression causing desolation” (Dan8:13-14) must
eventually merge into and absorb the Revelation 10 “little scroll” Messianic Kingdom sovereign proclamation as God marks the official “two
witnesses” final 1260 day world warning ministry in an accurate and clarified final prophetic explanation.
T hus all initial fulfillment Christian ministry meaning of 1914-1918 (Dan12:7; Rev11:2-3), 1919-1922 (Dan12:11) and 1922-1926 (Dan12:12) and it’s
Daniel 12 timings and Revelation preview meanings gauged over seven trumpets and seven plagues will finalize in final form by a prophetic
replication that reaffirms the foundational truth and Kingdom ministry of Jehovah’s witnesses by occurring again to final forms of both the 8th King
and the Messianic Kingdom to resolve exactly who it is who will rule planet Earth.
T hus a final warning cycle marked by the temple judgment of Jehovah’s witnesses first (1Pet4:17) and extending for the final years of 8th King and
Messianic Kingdom final developments will provide an extensive final warning context globally and a unique time period of some years for all this to
unfold over. Cleansing the “operation of error” from Jehovah’s witnesses is required to form a final ministerial group to carry out the final warning
with accurate information including the Bethel apostate development revealed, admitted and rectified to begin the ministerial proof from
conditions judged in Jehovah’s witnesses now derailed Christian ministry.

Temple Judgment Replicates in Final Form
T hus the initial inspection and temple judgment on all of Christendom of the 1914-1919 period first fulfillment of Revelation 8 to identify at that
time the Christian anointed body location (Matt24:28) to come forth progressively from it’s broader profaned Christendom context in purified
condition in progress (Mal3:1-5), will now apply, in repeating form, to the far more focused anointed Christian temple judgment, in the context of
Jehovah’s witnesses, repeating in a required final fulfillment temple judgment in the same principle, but in final form – to again form a clarified final
ministry but also in final form.

T hat will repeat the prophecy to clear out modern Bethel “weed” developments in the now JW “earth” system (Rev8; Matt13:36-42 parallel), and
thus prepare the truth clarification (Mal:1-5; Zech3:1-5) for the final phase alarms (Rev8-9) and heralded explanations (first four trumpets meaning
deployed into fifth and sixth trumpets’ ministerial re-commission) to the actual Messianic Kingdom completion (seventh plague/trumpet) after the
temple judgment desolation and purification timed event parallel of Daniel 8:13-14 as Revelation 8:1-6.
(Daniel 8: 13-14) And I got to hear a certain holy one speaking, and another holy one proceeded to say to the particular one
who was speaking: “How long will the vision be of the (profaned and subverted) constant [feature] (of JW ministerial offerings) and
of the transgression causing desolation (UN NGO alliance fulfilling Daniel 11:31b), to make both [the] holy place (temple “established
place”; Dan8:11) and [the] (JW worldwide) army things to trample on?” (in a first 8th King “trampling” “attack” aided temple desolation
“fire” of Zechariah 3:2 and Revelation 8:3-5 starting the final prophetic cycle); So he said to me: “Until two thousand three hundred
evenings [and] mornings; and [the] holy place will certainly be brought into its right condition.” (Temple purification completed
in this time period.);
Revelation 8:1-6 pictures that temple judgment above. It also pictures in final fulfillment the preparation of the seven trumpets and an overview of
the whole temple judgment purification “fire of the altar” event for required pre-commission cleansing; (Isa6:6-8; Zech3:2; Eze10); T hat temple
cleansing overview picture in Revelation 8:2-5 is Daniel 8:13-14 temple “right condition” forming judgment purification parallel.
(Revelation 8:1-6) And when he opened the seventh seal, a silence occurred in heaven for about a half hour. (final phase
preparation) 2 And I saw the seven angels that stand before God, and seven trumpets were given them. (not the herald yet, but the
preparation of final prophetic cycle alarms) 3 And another angel arrived and stood at the altar, having a golden incense vessel; and
a large quantity of incense was given him to offer it with the prayers of all the holy ones upon the golden altar that was
before the throne. 4 And the smoke of the incense ascended from the hand of the angel with the prayers of the holy ones
before God. (the temple judgment and purification meaning; Dan8:13-14 parallel:) 5 But right away the angel took the incense vessel,
and he filled it with some of the fire of the altar (the temple purification purpose meaning) and hurled it to the (temple specific)
earth. (fire purification symbol of judgment; Zech3:2; Isa6:6-8; Mal3:1-3; Eze10) And thunders occurred and voices and lightnings and
an earthquake. (the temple judgment signal) 6 And the seven angels with the seven trumpets prepared to blow them. (eventually
the true explanation goes forth in the first four trumpet temple judgment explanations);

First Trumpet – Comprehensive Temple Judgment Meaning of Purification
T he first four trumpets must make temple judgment alarm explanations after the temple judgment allows the “morning” enlightenment of Daniel
8:14 to affect misled Jehovah’s witnesses after the “evening” darkness (Rev9:1-2) of the divinely permitted and required desolation.
T he first trumpet meaning and parallel is that of the temple JW communal “earth” purification being achieved amidst the temple desolation of
Daniel 8:13 8th King first “trampling” due for the “transgression causing desolation” (UN NGO). All pre-Armageddon judgment illustrations such as
the “wheat” sifting and “weeds” purge meanings, in initial fulfillment period is soon to be a JW “earth”-wide temple purification with final meanings
preparatory for the final ministerial recovery:
(Revelation 8:7) And the first one blew his trumpet. And there occurred a hail and fire mingled with blood, and it was hurled
to the (JW temple specific) earth; and a third of the earth was burned up (symbolic of comprehensive judgment amidst “1/3″ JW
profanations), and a third of the trees was burned up, and all the green vegetation was burned up. (all the “weeds” are removed);
T hus the signal prelude judgment of JWs, well before Armageddon, must replicate the meaning of all the illustrations formerly applied to the
Christendom judgment period of 1914-1919. T hus the “wheat and weeds”, the “ten virgins” (Matt25:1-13), the marriage garment frauds and other
illustrations of judgment determinations take place upon Christian anointed, and the whole JW “earth” system first, well before recovery, and the
final ministerial warning, co-completions and Armageddon. T he repeating temple judgment repeats the illustrations picturing that initial judgment,
but in final form; (Matt24:45-51), including a final “faithful and discreet slave” determination, designation and re-commission; (Zech3:6-9);
Zechariah 3 parallel of temple purification:
(Zechariah 3:1-5) And he proceeded to show me Joshua the high priest standing before the angel of Jehovah, and Satan standing at his right hand
in order to resist him. 2 T hen [the angel of] Jehovah said to Satan: “Jehovah rebuke you, O Satan, yes, Jehovah rebuke you, he who is choosing
Jerusalem! Is this one not a log snatched out of the fire?” 3 Now as for Joshua, he happened to be clothed in befouled garments and standing before
the angel. 4 T hen he answered and said to those standing before him: “Remove the befouled garments from upon him.” And he went on to say to
him: “See, I have caused your error to pass away from upon you, and there is a clothing of you with robes of state.” (Dan8:14 temple and
priesthood “right condition”) 5 At that I said: “Let them put a clean turban upon his head.” And they proceeded to put the clean turban upon
his head and to clothe him with garments; and the angel of Jehovah was standing by.
Malachi 3 parallel of temple purification also in final fulfillment:
(Malachi 3:1-4) “Look! I am sending my messenger, and he must clear up a way before me. And suddenly there will come to His temple the [true]
Lord, whom you people are seeking, and the messenger of the covenant in whom you are delighting. Look! He will certainly come,” Jehovah of
armies has said. 2 “But who will be putting up with the day of his coming, and who will be the one standing when he appears? For he will be like the

fire of a refiner and like the lye of laundrymen. 3 And he must sit as a refiner and cleanser of silver and must cleanse the sons of Levi; and he must
clarify them like gold and like silver, and they will certainly become to Jehovah people presenting a gift offering in righteousness. 4 And the gift
offering of Judah and of Jerusalem will actually be gratifying to Jehovah, as in the days of long ago and as in the years of antiquity.

Second Trumpet – Key World Government Issue
T he 8th King/King North identity in Daniel 11:30-45 at the heart of the progressive concealment of key 8th King prophecy and the awareness of the
required unbroken continuation (Dan11:36), now the primary subversion target of the Bethel apostates, thus becomes the primary subject matter of
that part of the temple judgment explanatory announcements:
(Revelation 8:8-9) And the second angel blew his trumpet. And something like a great mountain (8th King world government
issue) burning with fire was hurled into the (JW) sea. (The 8th King cover-up and world government issue is revisited in the JW system)
And a third of the sea became blood; 9 and a third of the creatures that are in the sea which have souls died, and a third of
the boats were wrecked. (All 8th King internal operations in Bethel and the JW “earth” “sea” are purged out as core apostasy and it’s effects in
the JW ministerial communal “sea” are judged and removed);
Accordingly the very 8th King globalization development and world government issue now concealed by Bethel and it’s clear historical outline since
Governing Body “lifting themselves over everyone” in 1976 (and 2012 “faithful and discreet slave” blasphemy), to the UN 3rd placement and 1990
period UN NGO and the continued effective diversion and stumbling campaign. T hat whole subversion becomes known in accurate interpretation
within the very prophecies of Daniel 8:11-14 and Daniel 11:30-45 now concealed explained properly as parallel fulfillment details of Revelation 8
profanations. T hose prophecies that have actually explained the 8th King progression and the apostasy as forming in collusion are now a central
issue of the final exposition and final warning forming.
In this way the first two UN placement tracking accuracy of the former valid JW ministry now broken after 1945, will be reconnected to the 3rd and
4th UN placement progression of Daniel 11:30-45 active fully since 1990 in marked 3rd UN placement and Bethel UN NGO signal (Matt24:15) as
it’s fourth UN placement finale approaches as Daniel 11:42-45 proceeding over time to merge into Daniel 12 “during that time” of final 8th King
world government global intrigues and development.

Third Trumpet – Modern Final Apostasy
Now the Bethel source of the profanations and cover-up of the first two trumpet meanings explained is also revealed in the third trumpet as
connected to the overall development of temple transgression. T he core Bethel subversion source development of apostasy (Dan11:32a) and the
modern “man of lawlessness” (2T hess2:1-4) Governing Body representation of required leading apostates and impostors (Zech3:1-3; 2Cor11:13-15)
is also part of the final temple judgment exposition in full explanation connected to the key Bethel apostasy and it’s effects on the modern JW
Kingdom ministry:
(Revelation 8:10-11) And the third angel blew his trumpet. And a great star burning as a lamp (the Bethel spiritual fall as symbol of
the Christian ministerial diversion described here) fell from heaven (Bethel associated symbol of now defector anointed as represented by the
“Governing Body” concept and fraudulent and illegal “body”; Dan11:30b), and it fell upon a third of the rivers and upon the fountains
of waters. (Bethel teachings profaned to a significant, but not total degree) 11 And the name of the star is called Wormwood. (The true
Bethel “lawless” and unjust policy and Governing Body nature) And a third of the waters turned into wormwood (Many JW teachings are
now spiritually toxic), and many of the men died from the waters, because these had been made bitter. (the apostasy in time
progressively and negatively affects the JW teachings and policies in a symbolic “1/3″ degree stumble people and aid the killing of sheep by
organized Bethel “smooth words” lawlessness);
T he co-developing injustice and stumbling effects are also implied in the prophecy describing the Bethel progressive center of compromise finally
judged and exposed as Daniel 11:30-35, 41 and Daniel 8:11-14 parallels and parallels of the profaned ministry judged and exposed in Revelation 8.

Fourth Trumpet – Negatively Affected Kingdom Ministry
Now the unique nature of the Bethel apostasy as a gradual development (Dan8:12) of a unique 8th King related internal “consideration of those
leaving the holy covenant” (Dan11:30-31) is seen in the overall affect it has gradually achieved in the JW Kingdom ministry over it’s approximate
100 year official duration thus far:
(Revelation 8:12) And the fourth angel blew his trumpet. (the fourth trumpet of four as a comprehensive JW “earth” foursquare
judgment pronouncement from God) And a third of the (JW) sun was smitten and a third of the (JW) moon and a third of the (JW)
stars, in order that a third of them might be darkened and the day (the whole JW ministry) might not have illumination for a
third of it, and the night likewise. (the entire JW ministry of an approximate century affected for nearly 40 years of “Governing Body”
method of guidance and resulting progressive gradual (Dan8:12) apostasy and lawlessness affects the approximate “1/3″ of the JW overall
Kingdom ministry duration negatively as also “1/3″ profaned.);
T hus the Revelation 8 temple judgment (Rev8:1-6) and exposure in first four trumpet overview (Rev8:7-12) already does and will further interlink
the meanings of the Daniel 8:11-14 temple developments leading to judgment (Dan8:13 UN NGO “transgression causing desolation”) that are the

Daniel 11:30-35 parallel 8th King collusion events of the Bethel apostasy leading to the UN NGO covenant at the 3rd UN placement (Dan11:31;
1990) subsequently concealed (Dan812b) from JW and world audience awareness.
It will take a timed temple judgment desolation “evening” of Daniel 8:14 prophetic description to enable the ministerial recovery period. (Dan8:14,
26); T he is how the first four trumpets reveal and explain the modern JW condition, what it is covering up, who is covering it up and it’s ministerial
effects that trigger the temple judgment and why it is required to remove this “operation of error” now housed at Bethel. (2T hess2:1-4, 11-12);
T hat purification enables Jehovah’s witnesses being released from the temple desolation “abyss” of Revelation 9, to again (Rev10:11) carry forth
now an accurate and fully updated Kingdom ministry all the way to Armageddon finality.

Revelation 9 Final Fulfillment is Temple Recovery Fifth and Sixth
Trumpets’ Meaning of Ministerial Recovery as Final Christian
Deployments Merging into Revelation 10-11 Final Sovereign
Proclamations
Post Temple Judgment – Fifth Trumpet Temple and Anointed Ministerial Recovery
T he anointed pattern of the first fulfillment of Revelation 9 now takes on final temple judgment recovery and final anointed meaning as it repeats in
the future leading into the final 1260 day Kingdom warning proclamation (Rev11:3) and final salvation invitation of Revelation 10-11 final
Messianic Kingdom completion “little scroll” sovereign warning which the fifth and sixth trumpets must merge into and absorb.
T his is the release from the temple judgment desolation into a fast-tracked purified worldwide ministry:
(Revelation 9:1-4) And the fifth angel blew his trumpet. And I saw a star that had fallen from heaven to the earth, and the
key of the pit of the abyss (of temple judgment desolation as Dan8:14 “evening” darkness phase on all JWs) was given him. (The angel of
the covenant; Mal3:1-3) 2 And he opened the pit of the (JW temple judgment desolation) abyss (Dan8:14 “morning” recovery phase), and
smoke ascended out of the pit as the smoke of a great furnace (Zech3:2), and the sun was darkened, also the air, by the smoke
of the pit. (the world sees the JW desolation and eventually it’s ominous meaning becomes known) 3 And out of the smoke locusts
(judgment is on anointed as primary temple target) came forth upon the earth; (a prelude ministerial recovery deployment takes place to
merge into Rev10-11) and authority was given them, the same authority as the scorpions of the earth have. 4 And they were
told to harm no vegetation of the earth nor any green thing nor any tree (judgment approved JWs being recovered), but only those
men who do not have the seal of God on their foreheads. (fraud anointed judgment proceeds in news of overall judgment certainty);

Sixth Trumpet Temple and Comprehensive Ministerial Recovery
A comprehensive final ministerial deployment now includes all approved Christians joining globally into the final Kingdom completion
proclamation as per the original fulfillment meaning. Since the judgment has removed the symbolic “1/3″ rejected Jehovah’s witnesses in part and
the Bethel error complex completely in it’s symbolic “1/3″ profanation, this final call will go out to the whole Christian, “Babylon” and world field
worldwide for a final warning and invitation:
(Revelation 9:13-16) And the sixth angel blew his trumpet. And I heard one voice out of the horns of the golden altar that is
before God 14 say to the sixth angel, who had the trumpet: “Untie the four angels that are bound at the great river
Euphrates.” (parallels by that time the Revelation 16:12 sixth plague in “Euphrates” connection) 15 And the four angels were untied, who
have been prepared for the hour and day and month and year, to kill a third of the men. (the temple trespassers continued
accounting) 16 And the number of the armies of cavalry was two myriads of myriads: I heard the number of them. (earth sheep
join the final ministerial deployment merging into Revelation 10-11);
T his temple ministerial recovery will thus span the Daniel 8:14 timing in whatever way it manifests in timing to lead into the Revelation 10 full
ministerial commission preparing to deploy as God’s final 1260 day timed period. T he fifth and sixth trumpets therefore contains all pre-seventh
trumpet events and meanings of Revelation 9-11 that eventually deploys the final “two witnesses” worldwide Kingdom warning as the final Kingdom
sovereign pronouncement of certain Kingdom completion and conquest of the “little scroll” final ministerial meaning.
T hus the temple purification allowing the UN NGO accounting and the final clarification of truth leads to the deployment of a final Kingdom
ministry deployed worldwide explaining everything the current Bethel apostasy has subverted.

Revelation 10 Final 1260 Day Ministerial “Little Scroll” Commission
T he Messianic Kingdom completion certainty now clarified from the Bethel “operation of error” judged and removed is to be fully explained prior

to it’s seventh trumpet Messianic Kingdom completion event:
(Revelation 10:5-7) And the angel that I saw standing on the sea and on the earth raised his right hand to heaven, 6 and by
the One who lives forever and ever, who created the heaven and the things in it and the earth and the things in it and the sea
and the things in it, he swore: “T here will be no delay any longer; (Messianic Kingdom completion directive warning) 7 but in the
days of the sounding of the seventh angel, when he is about to blow his trumpet (not yet heralded into Kingdom completion), the
sacred secret of God according to the good news which he declared to his own slaves the prophets is indeed brought to a
finish.” (the entire prophetic truth framework is completed in understanding and heralded to the conclusion of final 1260 day warning period to
manifest into actual Messianic Kingdom completion as the main “little scroll” subject matter);
T he short “little” but powerful final ministry as “little scroll” is commissioned and delivered by God through Christ for the final Kingdom
completion sovereign warning as eventually to become the main sovereign import of the “two witnesses” final Kingdom ministerial period of 1260
days of Revelation 11:2-3 (Dan12:7):
(Revelation 10:8-10) And the voice that I heard out of heaven is speaking again with me and saying: “Go, take the opened
scroll that is in the hand of the angel who is standing on the sea and on the earth.” (the final ministerial commission and accelerated
full understanding is given to the “two witnesses” symbolic apostle John class) 9 And I went away to the angel and told him to give me
the little scroll. (Zech3:6-7) And he said to me: “T ake it and eat it up, and it will make your belly bitter, but in your mouth it
will be sweet as honey.” 10 And I took the little scroll out of the hand of the angel and ate it up, and in my mouth it was
sweet as honey; but when I had eaten it up, my belly was made bitter. (final Kingdom ministerial mission accepted);
T hat the past and coming Revelation 11 “two witnesses” is actually two witnessings of Kingdom sovereign meaning is certain:
(Revelation 10:11) And they say to me: “You must prophesy again (a second time of two witnesses deployment as prophecy) with
regard to peoples and nations and tongues and many kings.” (a second “two witnesses must be deployed into another world tribulation
for 1260 days as final Messianic Kingdom completion warning progressing into a final 8th King world government final UN placement.);
Zechariah 3 final ministerial commission parallel:
(Zechariah 3:6-7) And the angel of Jehovah began to bear witness to Joshua, saying: 7 “T his is what Jehovah of armies has said, ‘If it is in my ways
that you will walk, and if it is my obligation that you will keep, then also it will be you that will judge my house and also keep my courtyards; and I
shall certainly give you free access among these who are standing by.’ (Matt24:45-47 “faithful and discreet slave” designate parallel);
T hus contrary to Bethel purposeful error, the actual “faithful and discreet slave” designate “body of the Christ” in “five wise virgin” approval is
determined by God and Christ (Mal3:1-2; 2T hess2:8) after a divine judgment, not before it, as in the former prophetic pattern and principles of the
past, but now in final form.

Revelation 11 Final Deployment of 1260 Day Messianic Kingdom Sovereign
Final Warning
A number of principles at work in final fulfillment meaning indicate a final cycle of Revelation 11 is guaranteed. For example this final 1260 days of
Messianic Kingdom completion final warning completes the “seven times” 2520 day related ministerial period in a second “3.5 times”, 1260day,
final warning period:
(Revelation 11:1-4) And a reed like a rod (guaranteed completion in disciplinary signal) was given me as he said: “Get up and
measure the temple [sanctuary] of God and the altar and those worshiping in it. (guaranteed completions of Rev7 temple and sheep
groups) 2 But as for the courtyard that is outside the temple [sanctuary], cast it clear out and do not measure it, because it has
been given to the nations, and they will trample the holy city underfoot for forty-two months. (final “3.5″ “appointed times” must
complete full “seven times” as 2520 days) 3 And I will cause my two witnesses to prophesy a thousand two hundred and sixty days
dressed in sackcloth.” (second witnesses forms two witnessings to completion as final warning period) 4 T hese are [symbolized by] the
two olive trees (second “oil” surge) and the two lampstands (second enlightenment period) and are standing before the Lord of the
earth. (Rev11 “two witnesses” connects to Zech4 temple completion as Rev11:19 certainty);
Zechariah 3 final world portent of Messianic Kingdom completion:
(Zechariah 3:8-9) “‘Hear, please, O Joshua the high priest, you and your companions who are sitting before you, for they are men [serving] as
portents; for here I am bringing in my servant Sprout! 9 For, look! the stone that I have put before Joshua! Upon the one stone there are seven eyes.
Here I am engraving its engraving,’ is the utterance of Jehovah of armies, ‘and I will take away the error of that land in one day.’
Zechariah 4 final world portent of Messianic Kingdom completion and the “two witnesses” parallel:
(Zechariah 4:6-9) Accordingly he answered and said to me: “T his is the word of Jehovah to Zerubbabel, saying, ‘“Not by a military force, nor by
power, but by my spirit,” Jehovah of armies has said. 7 Who are you, O great mountain? Before Zerubbabel [you will become] a level land. And he

will certainly bring forth the headstone. T here will be shoutings to it: “How charming! How charming!”’” 8 And the word of Jehovah continued to
occur to me, saying: 9 “T he very hands of Zerubbabel have laid the foundation of this house, and his own hands will finish [it].
(Zechariah 4:14) Accordingly he said: “T hese are the two anointed ones who are standing alongside the Lord of the whole earth.”
T hus the incomplete “time, times and half a time”, 3.5 times period must complete as a full seven times. T hat principle of the 2520 years as “seven
times” that expired into this 2520 days final “seven times” starting in 1914-1918 is a principle Jehovah’s witnesses should be able to recognize the
principle of. T he fact the “appointed times of the nations” (Dan4:16, 23, 25, 32; Luke 21:24) ending in 2520 years in 1914, as now starting a final
2520 days related principle of full final allowance of God also starting in 1914 extends the Kingdom warning meaning in two fulfillments. T he first
fulfillment in the Messianic Kingdom “birth” phase for 1260 days of 1914-1918, and a final period as the Messianic Kingdom 144000 “completion”
phase as a final 1260 days of the future will equal 2520 days in the end of the cycle.
And that 2520 days ending will result in full sovereign expiration for the rival sovereigns of earth as also then fully globalized and unified into a UN
based 8th King world government completion. Now the final sovereign 8th King completion will allow Christ to conquer all the kingdoms of planet
earth in their final 8th King “scarlet wildbeast” rival unified sovereign container. T hus the “King of the North” and the “King of Fierce Countenance”
are identical with that globalized 8th King world government and it’s “image of wildbeast” United Nations nucleus of world rulership.
Final T rampling Completes
T hat “little scroll” final Messianic Kingdom sovereign proclamation is part of these disturbing “reports” that provoke the final 8th King reaction in
his completion drive:
(Daniel 11:44) . . .“But there will be reports (little scroll recovered ministry messages) that will disturb him (8th King going into world
government totality), out of the sunrising and out of the north, and he will certainly go forth in a great rage in order to
annihilate and to devote many to destruction. (Dan8:25 “bring many to ruin during a freedom from care” parallel of 1Thess5:1-3 world
“peace and security” period of 8th King world government placement (Dan12:11 final fulfillment);
Which 8th King final resistance aids 144000 completion and this event marking Daniel 12:11 required features of “constant feature” removal and
the final 8th King placement as world government in this ascension from the abyss of another world tribulation resolved:
(Revelation 11:7) And when they have finished their witnessing (1260 days completes), the wild beast that ascends out of the
abyss (UN world government ascension from tribulatory cycle of Matt24:29 meaning) will make war with them and conquer them and
kill them. (final ministerial warning ceased as 8th King final “trampling”; “appointed [seven] times” completes as 2520 days; Christ can arrive
for final sheep separation and conquest, final warning has expired);
T his “constant feature” removal in the “two witnesses” deposition is part of the Daniel 12:11 1290 day marking feature along with the 4th UN 8th
King world government placement:
(Daniel 12:11) “And from the time that the constant [feature] has been removed (in second two witnesses deposition of Rev11:7) and there has
been a placing of the disgusting thing that is causing desolation (in fourth and final 8t King UN world government placement; Dan11:45; 8:25),
there will be one thousand two hundred and ninety days.
T his “two witnesses” death state is the final transition to 144000 completion by Christ symbolized in that “3.5 days” death state:
(Revelation 11:8-10) And their corpses will be on the broad way of the great city (Babylon the Great must still be existing as is
Christendom annex “broad way”) which is in a spiritual sense called Sodom and Egypt, where their Lord was also impaled. (outside
the city) 9 And those of the peoples and tribes and tongues and nations will look at their corpses for three and a half days, and
they do not let their corpses be laid in a tomb. 10 And those dwelling on the earth rejoice over them and enjoy themselves,
and they will send gifts to one another, (functioning world system) because these two prophets tormented those dwelling on the
earth.
Since the “two witnesses” are deploying into a tribulation that must resolve (Matt24:29) into concurrent 8th King world government world “peace
and security” statement period (1T hess5:1-3) and the “enjoy themselves, and they will send gifts to one another” as a global “freedom from care”,
this ministry leads to the fourth UN placement as world government totality. T his final cycle along Daniel 12:7 1260 day timing ending is a parallel
to the initial 1914-1918 1260 days that led to the first UN placement as the League of Nations “image” in 1919 as the initial Daniel 12:11 fulfillment of
that period as the Revelation 13:11-15 “disgusting thing” parallel of that time.
In final fulfillment Daniel 12:11 repeats with the final cycle of prophecy in final fulfillment replication as Revelation 11:7 final fulfillment parallels
and merges into Daniel 12:11 1290 days starting as the 8th King achieves world government along with it’s UN “image” as a whole world rulership
and stated world sovereignty; (1T hess5:1-3); In this way Daniel 12:11 is arrived at in final form by the 4th UN placement as Daniel 11:45 and Daniel
8:25 parallels of that “disgusting thing” placement final event.
T herefore the 8th King completion timing precedes Christ’s Messianic Kingdom completion and provides the completed 8th King rival sovereignty
for God and Christ’s Kingdom conquest. T hat 8th King must complete logically prior to Christ’s Kingdom conquest as the finally fully existent and

stated target of that conquest. (Rev19:11-21);
T he principle of a Kingdom ministry deploying into a world war/tribulation for eventual “world peace” resolution as an 8th King world government
presentation was present in the first 1914-1919 ministerial period. T hat same principle and progression of the same world conditions, meanings and
key entities in 8th King and Messianic Kingdom, and their concurrent proclamations, repeats in the future along the same framework of Daniel 12,
but now soon to finale.

Dual Kingdom Completion
Christ arrives at that 8th King completion timing to complete the 144000 heavenly group remnant “gathering” symbolized in the seventh trumpet
finale meaning of Revelation 11:7-13. T his Messianic Kingdom completion allows Christ’s final King-Priest coronation event as officially divinely
crowned Messianic Kingdom King of Zechariah 4:6-9 meaning parallel Zechariah 6:9-15. Prior to total Messianic Kingdom conquest Christ secures
all the earth sheep under Kingdom protection well before the final divine war phase; (Rev6:12-17 and Matt24:29-31 parallels into Matt25:31-46;
Rev14:14-20 meaning of sheep separating final judgment);
T his Messianic Kingdom completion will be in the Daniel 12:11 1290 day period started by “constant feature” removal of Revelation 11:7 and the
fourth UN 8th King world government placement concurrence of Daniel 11:45 as Daniel 12:11 “disgusting thing” placement event. T he “3.5″ day
death state of the symbolic “two witnesses” must proceed into that Daniel 12:11 1290 days for an unknown duration to the actual 144000
completion.
T he six trumpets and the temple judgment that enabled that exposition to go forth accurately ultimately lead to the Messianic Kingdom completion
event it is warning of. T he symbolic parallel of the 144000 completion (Rev14:1) of the Messianic Kingdom completion is outlined here as an actual
event to manifest in the final fulfillment:
Messianic Kingdom
(Revelation 11:11-13) And after the three and a half days spirit of life from God entered into them, and they stood upon their
feet, and great fear fell upon those beholding them. 12 And they heard a loud voice out of heaven say to them: “Come on up
here.” And they went up into heaven in the cloud, and their enemies beheld them. 13 And in that hour a great earthquake
occurred, and a tenth of the city fell; and seven thousand persons were killed by the earthquake, and the rest became
frightened and gave glory to the God of heaven.
(Revelation 11:7-14) And when they have finished their (1260 days of) witnessing, the wild beast that ascends out of the abyss
(as final world peace 8th King ascension into 4th UN placement) will make war with them and conquer them and kill them. 8 And
their corpses will be on the broad way of the great city (BTG still present as final “great city” overall; Rev16:19-20) which is in a
spiritual sense called Sodom and Egypt, where their Lord was also impaled. 9 And those of the peoples and tribes and tongues
and nations will look at their corpses for three and a half days, and they do not let their corpses be laid in a tomb. 10 And
those dwelling on the earth rejoice over them and enjoy themselves, and they will send gifts to one another, because these
two prophets tormented those dwelling on the earth. (thus some humans at that time are not in a tribulatory, but “freedom from care”
condition) 11 And after the three and a half days (s symbolic final transition period to 144000 completion) spirit of life from God
entered into them, and they stood upon their feet, and great fear fell upon those beholding them. 12 And they heard a loud
voice out of heaven say to them: “Come on up here.” And they went up into heaven in the cloud (same cloud as Matt24:30
“clouds”), and their enemies beheld them. (in the 8th King’s face as Rev6:12-17) 13 And in that hour a great (temple/Kingdom
completion) earthquake occurred, and a tenth of the city fell; and seven thousand persons were killed by the earthquake, and
the rest became frightened and gave glory to the God of heaven. (effects some final repentance); 14 T he second woe is past. Look!
T he third woe is coming quickly. (leads to 7th trumpet finalization of full Messianic Kingdom conquest of the earth (Rev19:19-21) and the
universe from Satan and the demons (Rev20:1-3);
8th King World Government
T he 8th King completes world government just prior to the Christ arrival. Christ’s Messianic Kingdom completion and the 8th King completion is
required prior to Christ’s conquest because now complete global sovereigns will be fully complete and in diametric opposition.
T his final 8th King identical “King of Fierce Countenance” event is that fourth and final UN world government placement:
(Daniel 8:25) And according to his insight he will also certainly cause deception to succeed in his hand. And in his heart he
will put on great airs, and during a freedom from care he will bring many to ruin. And against the Prince of princes he will
stand up, but it will be without hand that he will be broken.
(Daniel 8:25) And according to his (globalist unique) insight he will also certainly cause deception to succeed in his hand. And
in his heart he will put on great airs (world rulership of all power and authority definitions), and during a freedom from care (peace
and security of 1Thess5:1-3) he will bring many to ruin. (an independently deployed 8th King one-sided attack) And against the Prince of
princes he will stand up (in fourth and final UN placement and proclamations), but it will be without hand that he will be broken.
(destroyed by God’s Kingdom at Armageddon; Dan2:31-45);

T his final 8th King identical “King of the North” event is that fourth and final UN world government placement:
(Daniel 11:44-45) “But there will be reports that will disturb him, out of the sunrising and out of the north, and he will
certainly go forth in a great rage in order to annihilate and to devote many to destruction. 45 And he will plant his palatial
tents between [the] grand sea and the holy mountain of Decoration; and he will have to come all the way to his end, and
there will be no helper for him.
(Daniel 11:44-45) “But there will be reports (including the “little scroll”) that will disturb him, out of the sunrising and out of the
north, and he will certainly go forth in a great rage in order to annihilate and to devote many to destruction. (provides Rev11:7
8th King attack context) 45 And he will plant his palatial tents between [the] grand sea and the holy mountain of Decoration;
(plural palatial “tents” as earthly symbolism of UN world government in 4th placement as counterfeit of God’s Kingdom and at God’s Zion
“location”) and he will have to come all the way to his end (Armageddon denunciation of Dan11:36), and there will be no helper for
him. (Satan goes down as Gog “guard” (Eze38:7) “from the remotest parts of the north” as well as Rev19:19-21 leads to Rev20:1-3);
T his final 8th King identical “disgusting thing” event is that fourth and final UN world government placement:
(Daniel 12:11) “And from the time that the constant [feature] has been removed and there has been a placing of the
disgusting thing that is causing desolation, there will be one thousand two hundred and ninety days.
(Daniel 12:11) “And from the time that the constant [feature] has been removed (two witnesses killed; Rev11:7) and there has
been a placing of the disgusting thing that is causing desolation (4th UN placement as world government), there will be one
thousand two hundred and ninety days.
T hus in final fulfillment the completed 8th King also arrives over Daniel 12:7 final developmental 1260 days of Revelation 13:5 principle to Daniel
12:11 final “disgusting thing” placement events as 8th King world government.
(Revelation 13:5-8) And a mouth speaking great things and blasphemies was given it, and authority to act forty-two months
was given it. (repeating as final 1260 day parallel to Daniel 12:7; Rev11:2-3; Dan7:25) 6 And it opened its mouth in blasphemies
against God, to blaspheme his name and his residence, even those residing in heaven. 7 And there was granted it to wage war
with the holy ones and conquer them, and authority was given it over every tribe and people and tongue and nation. 8 And
all those who dwell on the earth will worship it; the name of not one of them stands written in the scroll of life of the Lamb
who was slaughtered, from the founding of the world.
T he initial rise of the United Nations after a World War 2 rendered the League of Nations impotent in “abyss” is a principle to repeat in the final
cycle as 8th King world government arises from a final potential world tribulation and global war cycle forming even as the “global war on terror”:

(Revelation 17:8-11) T he wild beast that you saw was, but is not, and yet is about to ascend out of the abyss, and it is to go off
into destruction. And when they see how the wild beast was, but is not, and yet will be present, those who dwell on the earth
will wonder admiringly, but their names have not been written upon the scroll of life from the founding of the world.
9 “Here is where the intelligence that has wisdom comes in: T he seven heads mean seven mountains, where the woman sits
on top. 10 And there are seven kings: five have fallen, one is, the other has not yet arrived, but when he does arrive he must
remain a short while. 11 And the wild beast that was but is not, it is also itself an eighth [king], but springs from the seven,
and it goes off into destruction.
Which leads to the final sovereign consolidation cycle of 8th King world government absorbing the national sovereignties through that final cycle:
(Revelation 17:11-18) And the wild beast that was but is not, it is also itself an (globalist) eighth [king], but springs from the
seven (national power progression), and it goes off into destruction. 12 “And the ten horns that you saw mean ten (national)
kings, who have not yet received a kingdom, but they do receive authority as kings one hour with the (globalist) wild beast.
13 T hese have one thought (sovereign expansion and or preservation), and so they give their (national based) power and authority to
the (globalist apex forming) wild beast. 14 T hese will battle with the Lamb, but, because he is Lord of lords and King of kings,
the Lamb will conquer them. Also, those called and chosen and faithful with him [will do so].” 15 And he says to me: “T he
waters that you saw, where the harlot is sitting, mean peoples and crowds and nations and tongues. 16 And the ten horns
(national powers) that you saw, and the wild beast (globalist power), these will hate the harlot and will make her devastated and
naked, and will eat up her fleshy parts and will completely burn her with fire. (absorbing religious sovereignty and assets) 17 For
God put [it] into their hearts to carry out his thought, even to carry out [their] one thought by giving their (national based)
kingdom to the (globalist ascendant) wild beast, until the words of God will have been accomplished. 18 And the woman whom
you saw means the great city that has a kingdom over the kings of the earth.” (the target religious sovereignty);
Which results in the final sovereign showdown events of the Adamic age. The entire final cycle of co-completions sets the
stage long before it occurs.

Kingdom Come
(Matthew 6:9-10) “‘Our Father in the heavens, let your name be sanctified. 10 Let your kingdom come. (God’s Kingdom power
establishes Messianic Kingdom finality) Let your will take place, as in heaven, also upon earth. (Rev21:1-5; Rom8:18-22; Matt19:28;
Gen1:26-28);
(Revelation 19:11-18) And I saw the heaven opened, and, look! a white horse. (Rev6:1 in final Messianic Kingdom form) And the one
seated upon it is called Faithful and T rue, and he judges and carries on war in righteousness. 12 His eyes are a fiery flame,
and upon his head are many diadems. He has a name written that no one knows but he himself, 13 and he is arrayed with an
outer garment sprinkled with blood, and the name he is called is T he Word of God. (John 1) 14 Also, the armies (angelic
Kingdom of God and anointed Messianic Kingdom) that were in heaven were following him on white horses (indomitable warriors by
divine right of conquest), and they were clothed in white, clean, fine linen. 15 And out of his mouth there protrudes a sharp long
sword (as opposed to the Rev6 “bow” for up close and personal divine final warfare), that he may strike the nations with it, and he will
shepherd them with a rod of iron. He treads too the winepress (Rev14:17-20) of the anger of the wrath of God the Almighty.
16 And upon his outer garment, even upon his thigh, he has a name written, King of kings and Lord of lords. (Fully Kingdom of
God King and complete Messianic Kingdom King-Priest) 17 I saw also an angel standing in the sun, and he cried out with a loud voice
and said to all the birds that fly in midheaven: “Come here, be gathered together to the great evening meal of God, 18 that
you may eat the fleshy parts of kings and the fleshy parts of military commanders and the fleshy parts of strong men and the
fleshy parts of horses and of those seated upon them, and the fleshy parts of all, of freemen as well as of slaves and of small
ones and great.” (Eze 39:17-19);

Sheep Separation
Securing the sheep from the final Har-Magedon sovereign battle-zone worldwide is Christ’s first mission of completing the ministry himself
(Matt10:23), that he began on Earth for God. T he sheep securement in the Daniel 12:11 1290 day period in progress is accomplished prior to the
final divine war “and finally they took [8th King] rulership away” of Daniel 7:26.
Christ’s first goal of sheep judgment is completing the 144000 from the anointed Christian remnant “surviving” to that event timing. (1T hess4:17;
Rev16:17-19). T hat post 1260 day period (Dan7:25; Dan12:7; Rev11:2-3) Messianic Court (Dan7:26) is the official final Messianic Kingdom
judgment council under Jesus Christ (Zeph4:6-9; 6:9-15) that then completes the “great crowd” of the earth sheep group. For Christ to “sit down on
his glorious [Messianic Kingdom] throne” requires a completed 144000 Kingdom royal “body”. (Rev14:1; Rev11:11-15, 19); T herefore this final
gathering of sheep, as Christ is upon a completed Messianic Kingdom throne and completed priesthood as full King-Priest, means the final sheep
gathering is all of the earthly group of final sacrificial offering.
(Matthew 25:31-33) “When the Son of man arrives (for Messianic Kingdom completion of 144000) in his glory (Matt24:29-31), and all
the angels with him (Jude14-15), then he will sit down on his glorious throne. (Zech6:9-15) 32 And all the nations will be
gathered before him (Rev16:13-16), and he will separate people one from another (Rev14:14-20), just as a shepherd separates the
sheep from the goats. 33 And he will put the sheep on his right hand (salvation “location” of the separation), but the goats on his
left. (destruction “location”).
T hat sheep judgment event as a divine living sacrifice of the “harvest of the earth” is paralleling this Revelation 14 prophecy:
(Revelation 14:14-20) And I saw, and, look! a white cloud, and upon the cloud someone seated like a son of man, with a
golden crown on his head and a sharp sickle in his hand. 15 And another angel emerged from the temple [sanctuary] (all
144000 under Christ completion; Rev14:1 finality), crying with a loud voice to the one seated on the cloud (symbol of Christ’s arrival;
Matt24:30-31; Rev11:11-12): “Put your sickle in and reap, because the hour has come to reap, for the harvest of the earth is
thoroughly ripe.” 16 And the one seated on the cloud thrust in his sickle on the earth, and the earth was reaped. (the sheep
judgment and separation) 17 And still another angel emerged from the temple [sanctuary] that is in heaven, he, too, having a
sharp sickle. 18 And still another angel emerged from the altar and he had authority over the fire. And he called out with a
loud voice to the one that had the sharp sickle, saying: “Put your sharp sickle in and gather the clusters of the vine of the
earth, because its grapes have become ripe.” (the goat judgment and separation) 19 And the angel thrust his sickle into the earth
and gathered the vine of the earth, and he hurled it into the great winepress of the anger of God. 20 And the winepress was
trodden outside the city (Jerusalem 144000 complete and in spirit form), and blood came out of the winepress as high up as the
bridles of the horses, for a distance of a thousand six hundred furlongs.
T hus the entire expanded salvation message to result from the JW temple judgment and cleansing will be affirmed by God’s judgment and rejection
of the current ministry and hierarchical cleric system of the modern Bethel apostasy and the Jehovah’s witnesses current organizational
abomination that gradually was subverted from an approved accurate ministry;
Since modern Bethel and Jehovah’s witnesses have a severely limited, lawless and profaned ministerial environment the true sacrificial focus of
God’s Jesus Christ provided undeserved kindness is aborted for an organizational “sanctification” of various works that aided the overall distraction
of Jehovah’s witnesses and the ministerial loss of focus. T hat condition creates a deceptive illusion of organizational based “law covenant” approval
which is not the actual basis of human salvation by Christ’s perfect human sacrifice. T his is why the JW temple abomination and “1/3″ symbolic
profanation is judged and cleared first; (1Pet4:17);

Making the sheep side of that coming judgment must be the priority of the clarified Christian final “little scroll” message. T hat sheep and goat
judgment and separation will precede final Armageddon divine war phase and that is why the temple judgment clears up these obstacles well prior to
Armageddon to explain the final cycle meaning while it is in progress.

Armageddon
(Revelation 19:19-21) And I saw the wild beast (globalist unification world government complex) and the (national globalist)
kings of the earth and their armies (globalized 8th King military system) gathered together to wage the war (for sovereign
rulership) with the one seated on the horse and with his army. (Rev17:14) 20 And the wild beast was caught, and along with it
the false prophet (globalist two-horned wildbeast) that performed in front of it the signs with which he misled those who
received the mark of the wild beast (8th King world government) and those who render worship to its (UN nucleus) image.
While still alive (in complete operation), they both were hurled into the fiery lake that burns with sulphur. (destroyed by
Christ) 21 But the rest were killed off with the long sword of the one seated on the horse, which [sword] proceeded out of his
mouth. And all the birds were filled from the fleshy parts of them.
(Zephaniah 3:8-9) “‘T herefore keep yourselves in expectation of me,’ is the utterance of Jehovah, ‘till the day of my rising up
to [the] booty, for my judicial decision is to gather nations (allows the globalist final unification 8th King completion for this sovereign
final target), for me to collect together kingdoms, in order to pour out upon them my denunciation, all my burning anger; for
by the fire of my zeal all the earth will be devoured. 9 For then I shall give to peoples the change to a pure language, in order
for them all to call upon the name of Jehovah, in order to serve him shoulder to shoulder.’ (Reverts the lingual confusion effects
of the Genesis 11 first divine intervention also triggered by a first “world government” attempt at Babel and the Tower of Babel 400 years ago);
(Daniel 2:31-36, 44-45) “You, O king, happened to be beholding, and, look! a certain immense image. (the whole “image” is the
whole 8th King “scarlet wildbeast” world government and UN “image” meaning); T hat image, which was large and the brightness of
which was extraordinary, was standing (at Armageddon) in front of you, and its appearance was dreadful. 32 As regards that
image, its head was of good gold, its breasts and its arms were of silver, its belly and its thighs were of copper, 33 its legs were
of iron, its feet were partly of iron and partly of molded clay. 34 You kept on looking until a stone (Messianic Kingdom) was cut
out not by hands, and it struck the (progressive national to globalist) image on its feet of iron and of molded clay (point of AngloAmerican ascendancy to globalized world government; Rev17:12-18) and crushed them. (Messianic Kingdom final conquest over complete
8th King as the whole “immense image” as world government) 35 At that time the iron, the molded clay, the copper, the silver and
the gold were, all together, crushed and became like the chaff from the summer threshing floor, and the wind carried them
away so that no trace at all was found of them. (human world government is removed) And as for the stone (Messianic Kingdom) that
struck the image, it became a large mountain and filled the whole earth…. 44 “And in the days of those kings (climaxes as
Daniel 11:42-45 soon) the God of heaven will set up a kingdom that will never be brought to ruin. And the kingdom itself will
not be passed on to any other people. It will crush and put an end to all these kingdoms, and it itself will stand to times
indefinite; 45 forasmuch as you beheld that out of the mountain (God’s Kingdom) a stone (Messianic Kingdom) was cut not by
hands, and [that] it crushed the iron, the copper, the molded clay, the silver and the gold. T he grand God himself has made
known to the king what is to occur after this. And the dream is reliable, and the interpretation of it is trustworthy.”

Christ’s 1000 Year Reign Begins
====

Why Temple Judgment is Required
Cleansing and Error Removal Need
Now we see exactly where the Bethel diversion made a marked departure from prophetic tracking reality for a UN concealing course of deception
and “the lie” cell of the “operation of error” (2T hess2:11-12) in the “Governing Body” development that preceded this spiritual downfall. T he truth
is now diverted by Bethel purposeful error. Now the Bethel internal “man of lawlessness” and the apostasy Bethel leads is the divinely permitted
“operation of error” and the whole “the lie” complex that enables a full Christian anointed temple judgment context and the gradually developed
conditions requiring such an event.

Recovered Trajectory
T he post 1990 3rd UN placement and future 4th UN placement world government as a continuum of Daniel 11:30-45 is eventually reconnected to
the exposition of truth currently concealed by the modern Jehovah’s witnesses ministry.

Approximate 10 years Ministerial Update Versus Former 100 Year JW Ministry – (Isaiah 60:22

Final Fulfillment);
Now the JW ministry of approximately 100 years is to under go an abrupt change in course. What formerly took 100 years to eventually devolve
into error is to be desolated, purified, overhauled and updated to a fast tracked finality into an approximate final ten year projection of the final
warning overall period. T he Daniel 8:14 timing of temple judgment activating into Daniel 12:7 and Daniel 12:11 final timed periods as the Revelation
8-11 seven trumpet developments leading to Christ’s actual arrival will span a very short period of time with great evidence to come forth as to
where it is all really leading.
T he clarified final ministry is a replication of the first 1914-1918 and 1919-1922 cycle of Revelation and Daniel 12 but now in final form upon the
same continuum and principles. T hus the advantage of awareness of major prophecy repeating to finality affirms the first Kingdom ministerial
foundation of Jehovah’s witnesses. T he clarification of Daniel 8:11-25 and Daniel 11:30-45 temple judgment and 8th King meaning is the only
update taking place to the currently diverted JW ministry as far as prophecy subversion is related.

Prophetic Replication Principles
T hat all these judgment types have been repeating in principles since Noah’s day, Babel, Egypt, Israel and others as temple and national judgments,
the principle of repetition used by God is crystal clear. By now Jehovah’s witnesses should understand a judgment in their “house” is a principle that
ST ART S the final judgment cycle:
(1 Peter 4:17) For it is the appointed time for the judgment to start with the house of God. Now if it starts first with us, what
will the end be of those who are not obedient to the good news of God?
T he judgment starts on Jehovah’s witnesses as a warning of what is coming on the world as the final cycle of prophecy continues over a few final
years with a verification in the unique JW judgment that starts that final cycle.
T hat a final temple judgment is divinely foretold and required upon a final prophetic replication activating in earnest at that time (1Pet4:17) is now
more obvious as indicated in Bethel’s subverted ministry also fulfilling prophecy as shown earlier. T he lawlessness and denial, the organized
apostate Pharisee-like Bethel “organization”, and the Jehovah’s witnesses collective blindness are the same principles repeating that preceded a
divine judgment in times past now also repeating in final form.
T he Revelation 11 “two witnesses” portion occurs two times (Rev10:11), hence T WO “witnesses” are two Kingdom witnessings at Kingdom birth
phase of 1914-1918 and the Kingdom completion phase of the near future final 1260 days final warning.
T he incomplete 3.5 times “time, times and half a time” 1260 days must replicate as another 1260 day period of “3.5 times” as 1260 days to complete
a 2520 day “seven times” “appointed timed” completion.
T hat the original Christendom cleric system “man of lawlessness” formed a “disgusting thing” League of Nations (1919) and eventual United Nations
(1945) endorsement marking the first judgment cycle of 1914-1919 is now repeated in Bethel’s 1990 period 3rd United Nations “disgusting thing”
placement and “disgusting thing” UN NGO endorsement leading to a final judgment cycle. (Matt24:19);
T he modern Bethel hierarchical cleric system as the final “man of lawlessness” and it’s “Governing Body” main guiding “body” of this present JW
apostasy, being revealed in initial form, is in itself an indication it is even now all repeating the same principles of the former judgment and the final
prophetic cycle has actually already started repeating in that apostate signal element “in the temple”. (2T hess2:1-4; Zch3:1-3; Rev8:10-11;
2Cor11:13-15);
T he concept of 8th King completion requiring a final world phase of world government development is now obvious to globalization and geopolitical researchers. T hat the Messianic Kingdom 144000 completion element also requires a final cycle to announce the climax that will result
from this dual completion is also logical as well as prophetic in the repetition of final prophecy.
T hat signal judgments of Israel’s time came in pairs is also founded in ancient Israel’s history and in the time of Christ. T he 740 BCE judgment of
Israel by Assyria as a warning to the Jews led 133 years later to the 607 BCE judgment of Jerusalem by Babylon deposing the Davidic monarchy.
T hat overall first cycle of two judgments led to the 70 CE judgment of Jerusalem by the Romans preceded by the period of Christ’s ministry as the
final warning for that “system of things”. T herefore a 1914-1922 Christian judgment period leading to a final Christian judgment warning of final
world judgment of the near future prior to Armageddon forming an accelerated final warning is also now intuitive, logical, and historically and
prophetically indicated.
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